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COMPLIMENTARY ISSUE

Please, accept this \complimentarY".issue of

the Newsletter. Subscription information
will be contained in_the Jandary issue.
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I. NEWS ITEMS 'AND, COMMUNICATIONS

j

p

A. Pu blic Forum on Recombinant DNA Research: November 10-12, 1977

Bloomington, Indiana, will be the site foran open conference on.the
social, ethical, legal, and policy implications of recombinanr,DNA and other
controversial scientific research, November 10-12, 1977. The conference,
jointly sponsored by the ity of Bloomington and the Poyiter Center on AMer-

, ican Institutions(Idaiana University),,,will feature participants from aca-
demia,'industry, government and the private sector.)..A pre-conference ses-:
sionon Monday, evening, November 7, "Human Society and Environmental Di-

, seases," will'addresS topics of particular concern to residents of Southern
Indiana, who have been recently embroiled in.controversy over PCB contamina-
tion of local water supplies and farm lands. Major sessions and presenta-
tions include:

Monday, November 7 "Human Society and Environmental Diseases." Speakers:
James Marks (Ohio'Department of Health) and William H. McNeill (Profes-
sor of Aistory, University of Chicago).

-Thursday, November 10'[evening] "The ProMise and Peril of Genetic Engineer-
ing.' Speakers: Walter Gilbert (Professor of Molecular Biology, Har-
vard University) "The Promise of Recombinant DNA. Research:" Frank
Putnam (Distinguished Professor of Molecular Biology and Professor of
Zoology, Indiana University), "Recombinant DNA:. Issues and Conge-
quences;"'and Liebe F. Cavalieri(Sloan=Kettering Institute, and Pro-
fessor of Biochemistry, Cornell University), "Recombinant DNA as a
Technology: Societal Implications."

. Friday, November 11 [morning] "Regulation of HezardousAefearch: Constitti-
tionality, Liability and Insurability." Speakers: Patrick Baude (Pro-
fiessor of. Law, Indiana University) "Governmental Power tp Regulate DNA
Research;'? Roger Dworkin Orofessor of Law,Indiana Unlverst "Le-

gal Institutions and Recombinant DNA Research;" and William RI. Miller
(Vice-President, American States Insurance'to.), "The Legal Liability
bf% Recombinant DNA Research: gs'It Insurable?" '

Friday November 11 [afternoon] "The-Search'for an Equitable S cience"Poli;cy:"
Speake'rs: Burke.Zimmerman (Staff, House Subcommittee on'Health and the .

Environment),( "The Right ofj'ree Inquiry: Should the Government Impose,
Limitsr4,"Sheldon Krimsky (Program in Urban; Social and Environmental

, Policy, Tufts Unifersity, and member, Cambridge Experimentation,Reviw
. \Bnera), "Paradigms and Poll5ics: The Roots of Conflict Over Recombinants

DNA Research;" and Judith landal (Science Correspondenv,New York Daily
Newe),,"Recombinant'DNA Re4iirch: Perspectives of ,a Science JourgaIi4t.'1.

' Friday, November 11 [evenin44 "Thy Public_Interest: Corporate and Citizeg,,
Viewpointill" Speakers: Roland F. Beers Jr, (Vtce-President fbr Re-
search Affairs, Miles laboratories)(,_2fotential of Recomblnavf DNA,

, Technology in Industrial Processea;"and Francine R. Simring (Commit-
tee for Genetics, Friends'of Earth,.and Coordinator, CoalitiOn,for

4
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RespOnsible Lenetic Research) "Quo Vadis? A Public Interest Point of
:'
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Saturday,, November 12 [morning.' "The Social and Ethical Implications of Re-
. combingnt DNA Research." Speakers: William:F. May (Professor of Reli-

gious Studies, Indiana University), "The Right to Know and The Right to
Create;" and Stephen P. Stftch (ProfesSor of Philosophy, University of
Michigan), "Natural Barriers and 'Forbidden Knowleite.4

,

There lia no registration fee for the conference. Local accomodationg arrange- .

ments,may bead directly through The Indiana Memorial Union, Indiana Uni-
versity, (812)337-2536. Conference Coordinator is professor Robert-P. .Barei:-
kis; for further information, contact The Poynter Center, 410 North Park
Street, Blvomington, Indiana 47401. (812)3370261. .

t.

B. StatementStatement bn Scientific Freedom by ACM Policy Committee

1 The Committee on Computers and Public Policy of the Association for Com-
puting 'Machinery (ACM) has published the following statement on mcientific
freedom, for comment by ACM members (condensed from the report published in
the Communications of the ACM ):

Argument
, .

No human endeavor transcendt national boundaries so completely, regular -
ly, and obvioUsly as science. It is an international activity par excel-
'fence. All scientific workers are continually in debt to their colleagueskip
other countries; in no area of science is any single country'self-sufficient.
Itfdllows-that all scientists must be sensitive to and sfipportive of scien-
tific freedom, thotAghout the world. Such\scieitific freedom. involves the
ability of all scientific workers to

-- carry on their work free from poli4cal interference;
-- communicate freely with colleagUes etfrywhera about all aspects of

their work not directly connected to natio 1 'or commercial security;
-- travel freely within and outside of their own-countries'to scienti- ,

fic conferences and other meetings given on y the availability of funds for
such travel.

While individual a2livity in support of scientific freedom should be
encouraged and applauded,-the effectXvenees of in4vidual endeavors Cannot
be as great as that undertaken by bona fide scientific organizations because
of theiw greater resources and their ability to represent coherently large
numbera of scientists. Moreover, While individual actions may be most op-

,.

propriate when focusing on the humanitarian_ aspects of denials of scientific
freedom, scientific organizations can ire apprqpriately focus on profes-
sionai-askipts of Scientific freedom such as those listed above. And since
tflese profgssional aspects of scientific freedom lie at the heart of suc7
cedsful scientific endeavor, they must be addressed even though inevitably
they involve scientists in issues with political components; Preeminent
among Scientific organizations-which can consider action in these areas are

7
l 0
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the national and intern tiodal scientific societies.

Appropriate Actions

National scientific societies may engage in a variety of activities at
various levels of passivity and agresdiveness in the support of scientific
freedom. Among these are:

. ,

1) Setting up mechanisms by which they will/become aware of violations of
scientific freedom knd by giving full publicity to allsuch violations
which are uncovered.

25 Establishing policies to give aid to scientists in the discipline who
are deprived of scientific freedom; such policies could encompass, for
example, writing letters to appropriate officials in the country in
question and arranging invitations for such scientists to visit or emi-
grate to the United States.,

3) Establishing policies which prevent support or Cooperation by the or-
ganization with scientific conferences, meetings,, etc., in countries
with demonstrated and uncorrected examples of violations of scientific
freedom or in countries which will not give appropriate guarantees that
such violations will not IF

V

4) Individually and in concert with other scientific soeieties applying
pressureon their own goVernment to s port'in every way possible acti-,

jPvities of the society in the furtherance of, scientific freedom.,,

Discussion

.Some unequivocal supportersTof scientific.freedom nevertheless oppose
activities of the sort described above for a variety Of reasons. Among

these -- and responses to them -- are:

1) Such activities are more appropriately individual actions rather than
those of scientific societies. This has been dealt with in the Affigu-

ment.
4-

Such activities invo/ve interference in the domestic affairs tf other

Countries. We Suppose they do. But when such interference involves

individual human rights rather than, for example, national customs or
laws or policies more generally, then the fact that we live on the'same
globe, that no man is an isltnd, that we, therefore, have obligations to .

all our fellow men, should transcend such considerations.- In addition,
it might be noted that many policies which restrict scientific freedom
are in violation of the Helsinki argreements.

3) Such activities may be at variance' with the foreign policy aims of _one's

own government: At least as far as the United States is concerned,' no
foreign policy can be true to the ideals of this country which ignkes
human suffering as the price offriendly relations; nor can any such
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foreign policy be in ,the long 'run effective in /the pursuit of "higher"
goals. . I. , -

I'
4 ,"

4, Such activities will be.ineffeetive and wills divett energies from acti7
vities more central to the .business of the society. Ineffectiveness is
possible but One cannot know without trying: Evidence up 06.this point
is not conclusive on either side. M6leover, to refuse to devote.some
energies to issues of this kind is to ignore the truth _Oat all branches
of science- are today inextricably intertwined'with-nationals and inter- -

national affairs. , / .

[Condensed from Comnunications,of the ACM 20, August, 1977: ,615-616.]
" :

*
-1:2.

C. Science Writing:Discussed by Journalism Association
01

4.

Scienck communicat on programs and courses in American colleges and uni-
versities are increasi g in number end variety, but the field is currently
beset with A wide ran of problems related to2Pecent changes in both Science
and journalism. Few Of the standard texts in the field, for example, addres4
modern methods of science communication; there is polite disagreement over
the boundaries and definition of the field; and at present no formal agency
exists for communication betwe4 fellow teachers 4nd'researchets. Some idead-

' for remedying this situation were discussed at a Special 'session onscience
communication held August 21, 1977, at the Association for Education in

:

Journalism (AEJ) annual meeting iirMadison, Wisconsin. The session (organ:-
ized by Sharon Friedman [Lehigh]and Rae Goodell {M.I.TI) and subsequent
discussions at the AEJ meeting demonstrated a high level of energy and acti-
vity in a field that has been booming in the media since the 1960's. For.
example, the percentage of newspapers in 21 American cities reporting that
they had science writers on their staffs increased from abou 13% in 1962,,

.tg

to 74% in 1967 and 76% in 1977, despite the fact that in the ame period the
number of.papers in those cities declined:1 Yet this.continued demand is
only recently being met with new efforts in the journelism schools. A 1975
survey2 of U.S. schools of journalism, sponsored by he National Science
Foundatipn and the Council of AMerican Science Writers (CASW), found that
some 35 schools had programs or courses in science writing; .25 of these had
been developed before 1970. Many journalism school's, however, are experien-
cing a revival Of interest and enthusiasm in the subject and have begun to
revamp their courses and$rogramd in response to requests from the'scientific,
community and to increasingly interesting aild "newsworthy"'issues involving
the interaction of science and the public. Preliminary results of a more
recent survey3 conducted by Friedman; Goodell, and Lawrence Verbit (SUNY-
Binghamton) indicate renewed activity byAlipientists.and engineers; one- .

third of the schools reporting in the sdirey offered science communication
programssWIthin S&E departments. One participant at the AEJ session *acted

- to this finding by speculating that scientists may be pushing for more sci-
enci communication becausethey are beginning to believe that "if the story'
is to be told we'should tell it ourselves." r .

s a .

.
I
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p It. may'rult be so ciear:rlowenfe, ixactly how teach apmeone to tell'

this stogy. Session, participants feci&ed a familiar tany of the'Problems
of teaching writing to.science majors -- their entrench t in technical
jargon and.style, theif difficulty in grasping the audience vel, and the .

common'attitude that communicating science is somehow a lesser tivity than
doing it,-an activity best relegated-to the Science."drop-out".. On,the
other hand, journalfsm,majors are often either "scared as hell of science"
or out to play oodward and Bernstein in the research labs. Unfortunatelie,
such students fre ently know little about the nature'of,science and the
scientific process, and'instead focus on current sci ce;-related public

issues, often without fully underStanding the context
N
within which these

issues arise. Journalism' schools will usually require courses,in political i

i . science or,government for student's intending to become political reporters; f
yet few journalism schoOls offei or require'companion courses onystience ivd
public policf for students interested in careers in science journalism.

Moreover, science is still too oftk Aegr ted as a separate topic in
the journalism curriculum, rather than routine y integrated into the general.)

. or public-affairs repprting classes as a regular "beat" tthis, methOd has, for
example, been successfully used in journalism classes at Stanford,UniversIty),

.Emphaaid in the programs remains largely on print journalism, predominantly
newspapers, despite thelAF-CASW report that graduates are moss often placed

'...

lypublic tnfOrmation jobs, in specialty publications, and as general-assign-
ment newspaper reporters - -'in that ordet. One teacher remarked that "we'd -

like to teach abobt ciente on television but most of us don't know anything
i e about it" Many of the teachers chorused the question -- is my jOb to ,teach

writing or science?

e Communication Directory, it was soon appare t that the field is
In the discussions centering on the criteria for including #rogfams'in.

a'Scienc

neither' so uniform nor so well-defined as one might assume. Agricultural
Journalism was singled"out as acase i point. Along with the endowment of
the lapd-grant colleges in the 19th ce tury and the committment ofthe USDA
to agricultural research, many courses and, later, programs) were developed

. which emphasized both publie, and in-fie d communication of agricultural fn-
formation. Iowa State University, for e mple, first offered a course in
agricultural jprnalism in 1995. As agr culture in the United States diver-
sified and greili 'In economic strength and technological, sophistication, so

too did the "ag" journalists. Today a typ cal graduate of one of these pro,/
grans is as likely, to write about rural h sltb4roblems or the effects of
pesticides on the environment as 'about ho breenft or, feeding. .Yet Agri-
cultural journalism jias often been conside ed to be something different from
science journalism. Similar problems of t rritorial definition apply tothe
fields of heglth/medical writing and home d onomics /putrition writin &. Svch
diversity of interest 'may compound the prob ems of compilers of surveys, or
directories, but interaction at the AEJ ses:,on indicates that, howeyer
sharply these_ journalists may define their rritory, they share many common
problems, interests and needs in research, teaching and practice of their
trade.

4
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There were,/two promising results of the AEJ discussions: 1) steps'are
being taken to'publish a science 'communication newsletter ( interested con- ,'
tributors, participantt, or copumers shOuld' write Professor Joye Patterson,
School of Journalism, Univerdity of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri 65201);
and 2) *some effort is being made to sponsor a special workshop on science
communication teaching and research at a#future meeting of a journalism or
science association. Both these possitilities indicate:arevival of interest
in the field by journalism educators who have begun noticing the strong
Aciente component in many important public issuet;'We can only hope,that

sthey will be met by cooperation and-encouragement from scientists, so that in..
the future neither group will have to tell the story by itself.-MCI,

/

NOTES

1. Data from Editor and Publisher Directory, as compiled by Joye Pa tterson,
Uhiversity of Missouri for theNSF-CASW survey report.

2. Joye Patterson, report at'the session on science writs, Annual Meeting; g

Association for Educationin Journalism, 21 Au 1977, Madison,' Wis-
consin, -

3. Results of this survey will be published as alebirectory of Science
Communication Courses and Programs" [forthcoming).

D. - Project onPhilosophy and Engineering Ethics

In an atteipt to broaden the discussion of the problems Of:engineering
ethics, a three-year National Project on Philosophy and Engineering Ethics,
adhinistered by the Center for the Study of the. Human Dimensions of Science
and Technology at Rensselaer Polytechnic 'Institute will bring togetheren-
gineert and'philo.tophers to explore and assess-the potsible contributions
philosophers might make in the area of engineering ethics,

.

The Project will recruit fifteen to eighteen practicing engineers,Jrom
both the academic and non- academic engineering coniagnities, and an equal num-
ber of philosophers, who will develop, implement and.evaluate team projects,
meeting in special two-week) institutetrduring Summer 197g. Each philosopher/
engineer pairwill then work out the details of their projects during the
1978/79 academic year, and'the participants will recoilltene for a 5.-daywork

. shop in the summer of 1979 to critique project-plans. After. projects are
catried out daring the 1979-80 academia year,.a final 1-week workshop will be
held in SuMmer.1980, at which time each team'will report on_the results of
its project.: The project is directed by Robert J. Baum, Direct. of ee
Center for the Study of the Hutan Dimensions of.ScierIce and Technology and
AssocWP Professor. al Philosophy, :Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, and is '

funded by the National Fndowment'for the Humanities. Interested persons
should write to Dr. Baum st the National Project on Philosophy and Engineer=
Ang,Ethics, Human Dimensions Center, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy,
New York 12181 [(518)270=6574]. Deadline for receiptof applications is

--(\,Jilauary'15, 1978; announcement of participant selictioni will be madt bv
Xebeuary 150978.

1 1 f
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ChautauquaCourses on Ethics, P lipy,- Hfarqu'and

-In ,a cooperative enter*
,America Association for the
--year= ng series of, rt cou
spec fic to each cour e or lo
the beg-Dining .of a cou ae.

A few of the interdisci1ina
location) that might be of. in

,

ociology of Science

a

*

ptViih.d*Naticinal Science Auhdat on`-, 44`'
sqekeof'Science (AAAS).admin ters a '.

1Oaes Too teachers. 5pAes allailable are,
ation; deadlines.are usually 4, weeks prior to
r the convenience of our readers, we are listing
courses (with7direcitor, d4es and regional

erest: T-...

.' NI 4

.""Western Circuit 0

(W-1) 'Thermodynamics, Art, cietry, and the Environment", HenryBent - 6-2.
Match 197e(Texas),'9-10 lig/A-1,.N.78 (California);

.

(W-7) !TerspectivesinBio-Ethics", Hans W. Uffeliann - 7-8 November 1977
(TeXas), 10-11 Novembe1 1977 (Colnd194, 6L7 March 1978 (Colorado), 9-
10 March 1978 (Texas); ik

(W-10), "The Politics of Government Bud:ping", Allen Schick - 14-15November
1977 (Texas), 13-14 Match 1978 (Texa40;

(W-11) "Reetrdtch.and Development Decisions and PulifIc Policy" Willis.Shaple't
- 31 October -'1iNoft.mber 1977 (rOregon), 3-4 November 1977 (California),
6-7 March ..1978 (Oregon) ,. -9 -10 Mafch 1978 (Californik) ; .

*ft

Central Circuit

4;
(C-4) "Recombinant DNA: Social and Scientific Perspective s", Elizabeth

Kufter and LeRoy Walters 3-4 Novei6er 1977 (Michigan), 7-8 November
1977 (Missouri), 10-11-November 1977 4Tennessee), 23-24 March 1978
(Missouri), 27-28 March 1978 (Tennessee), 30-31 March 1978 {Michigan);

(C-10) "The Politics of Government BUdgeang", Allen Schick - 26=21 February
1978 (Tennessee); ')

Eastern Circuit
. . .

.

(E-7) "Genetics and Society: A Dynamic Interaction", Robert F. Murray, Jr.-
14-15 November 1977 (Massachusetts), 21-22 'Noventer 1977- (Maryland),

I. 20-21 March 1978 (Maryland),,27-28.Mardh41978 .(Massachusetts);
(E-11) "Ethical Issues in Death and - Dying ", Thomas Beauchamp.- 3-4 November

'1977 {Massachusetts), 21-22'November 1977 {Pennsylvania), 27-28 February ''.

,1978 (MassaChuseits), 16-17 March,1978 (Maryland), 27728 MarCh 1978:
. (Pennsylvanit1;

.
-'

.,

(E-12) "Scientific Sexism: An ExPtoration/.6 the Sociology of Science",- Ruth
Hubbard- 23-24 February 1978 (Massachusettp), 27-28 February 11978
(Georgia); . , .-

,

(E-13) ",History of Physical Science since Newtdn", Stephen Brush -7 31 October
- 1 No4ember,1977 (Maryland),410-11 Novediber 1977 (Pennsylvania), 14- .

15 Novembqr 1977 (Coffittecticut),.71-22 November 1977, (Georgia), 2-3 --

March 197g (Maryland), 6-7 March 1978 (Pennsylvania), 23-24 Mareh 1978
(Georgia), 30-31 Mar* 1978 (Connecticut); . .

(E-15) "Social Indicators",Denni F. Johnstaa,- 17-18November 1977 (Penn-- .
sylvania), 21-22 November 1977 (Connectiout),'16-17 garch,197& (P,enn-
sylvania), 77-28 March 1978 (Connecticut).

!It ,12 0.

I.
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-Fox comple;einformatipn on all the available courses (which include also'
many discipline-05iented nurses) and application fora's, writetp the Office
of Sciente Educatidh, AAAS, 1776 Massachusetts Avenue,N..W., Washington, D.X.

\
20036 for the "Announcement of NSF Chautauqua-Type Short,Courses for Coiled
Teachers, 1977-1978.". /

F. NSF Awards Public Service Science Residencies and Internships

'The National Sciehce Foundation has announced award of 1

vice Science Residencies and 10 Public Service Science nte to r

be made under NSF's Science f6r Citizens program. Pub ery

Residencies and Internships (PSSRI)ake intended to encouragkexpe tented
scientists, engineers, and S&E students to participate in.acEivities.which
will help citizensreath informed decisions'on science- related polity issues.

Examples of the range of activities included-(inthest PSSRI awards, are:
'in association with the Texas Public Pnteregt Research GroWip,'adinternwill.
examine the §acial and economic ramificatiend of alternate approachlW to con-..

' trolling floMing and storm-waterollntion in two Houstonatereheds, and
will undertake,a program:of public educationinthis area? two-resident* will.
serve as science advisor and science'writer for-a weekly Virginta'hewsPaper,
treating a series-of technOlogical issuesfacing the community -and assisting

)the development of town meetings to discuss these ues; a resident will
prepare materials on occupational health and develo ments in the study of
industrial disease fordlaSemination, through training sessions, meetings,'
and publications, to union members; an intern will work with the Pacific '

Science Center to.developan educational display-of regional and local power
:generation systems, consumption trends, and future options, and gitelephone
switchboard service to. provide specific information or direct ca ersto
other.infOrmation sources.

)
For further information on this,program, See-"Public Service Science

Residencies and Internahips;"*Newsletter on Science,..Technology and Human
'Values, April 1977, pp..,1-2:'

G.

. '
. .t

EVI'ST Program Announces 19/7 Awards'

NSF's Ethics and Values in Science and Technology (EVMT) program ha
announced its awards for fiscal year 1917:

,$

.
A 1 (2Ili .

% *
I:* Michael'S. Serail, Franklin Pierce Law Center', Concord, New- Hampshire

03001;"Ethicat,IssUes in RegUlation andaisk Manage nt: A Study of
Federar Science-Related AgenCies." .-

Objectives:To identify the'ethical and legal issues in the use of Cost-
benefit; iisk- benefit and other "rational" decision making techniques.to

fnkiage scientific and technological developmenfeassociated with lancer - -
tain costs, risks and benefits to individuals and'to society.

6

13
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?., Paul R. Brass, University of Washington,'Seattle, Washington, 98195;

."Value Issues in Technological Innovation and Social Choice: A Case
-:Study of United StatessRice'Production Technologieain South Asia."

. 0.

0 jectives:' To'e4cOlore and analyze some of the value assumptions and
imcScations .surrounding the transfer of innovative rice research and ,

production techniques from Pie United,States to South Asia.

,

E. Ray Cantprbery, Department of Economics, Florida State UniveIsity,

AM.

Tallahassee, Florida 32306; "A Study of the Impact of Values on Economic
Research and POlicy- Ana ysia."

Objectives: -To",identi y and analyze the processes by Which,values become
involved in economic science, and the factors associated with divergent.
values among different schoo -ls of economics, in relation to the develop=
ment of natfenal economic policy.

10

. 4. Kan Chen, Department,of Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences,
University of Michigan., Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109; "A Study ofValue-

- riented Social Decision Analyais."

Objectives: To develop a procedure, base4 on formal social decision
theory, to describe the Value contexts in which different,' contending
groups perceive particular technologies, and to'use those value descrip-
tions to establishcommunication and effect value trade-offs between the
groups.

5. Willard Gaylin, Institio.re of Society; Ethics and the Life Scinces, 360_
Broadway, Hastings-on-Huffion, New York .10706; ,"The Dynamics of Scienti-
fic Research: StUdies of Scientific Research on Aggression" (25% support
provided by the WH).

Objectives: To conduct a two-year,,interdisciplinary study of three
-aborted research projects on violent behavior, to determine the politic'al,
legal, and-ethital dynamics that led to their demise.

;

6'4 Samuel Gorovitz, Council for Philosophical Studiei, Department of*Philo-
. University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742; "Summer ,

rnetitute on, Phi' hical Ethics for ,Science and hngineering Faculty"
support provide by the'NEH). er.

Objectives: To organize and conduct a four-week summer institute for
faculty members from 1LS. science and engineering departments, to enable
them to study contemporary problems in moral philosophy'as applied to
issues in science and technology.

7. Roger E. Kasperson, Geography DepartMent, Clark University, Worcester,
Massachusetts 01610; "A Study of -Equity' Issues.in Radioactive Waste

. Management."

Objectives: To study holt equity considerations enter into public deci-
. . sions regarding technological developments, focdsing on radioactive waste

14
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management as a problem which poses,unique and significant conbinatiOns%

of ethical.issues and technological uncertainties. 0

.

8. Allen V. Kneese; Department of Economics, University of NewMexico, Al-

buquerque,.New MexiCo 87131; Study of the Ethical Foundationsof
Benefit-Cost Analysis'Techniques" (30% support provided by the.NEH).

Ohlectives: To study the theoretical basis'of cost-benefit analysis! from
an ethical perspective, and thus to clarify methodological and value

issues raised when results of benefit-cost analysis are used to evaluate
public policies involving uncertain scientific data and risks of large

magnitude. ,

9. Arthur H.. ,Livermore, AAAS, 1776 Massachusetts Avenue, Washington, D.C.
20036; "Resource Directory to Courses and Programs in the Ethical and'
Human Values ImpliCations of Science and Technology" (supplementary

grant). ,
. "\

Objectives:- To prepare an inclusive, updated and indexed Resource Direc-

. tory to Courses and Pro rams in the Field of Ethicafand Human Value
Implications of Science!end Technology, which willbe disseminated for

use in developing nd imprOving courses and programs. '

10. .Franklin A. Long, American Academy of Arts and Scienees, 165 Allendale
Street; Boston, Maesachusetts 02130; "International Symposium oft,Critical
Valuessues in Choosing Appropriate TechtiologieS in Developed and De-

.

veloping Countries."
is

Objectives: An international interdisciplinary symposium to be 'held in

Boston in May 1978 to weigh the relative merits of high-technology and
low-technology models for the developed and,developing nations and
consider whether there exists thebasis for an "appropriate technology",
suitable for global implementation, which would promote balanced develop-

ment and be in keeping with human and environmental needs.

11. Julia L. Makarushka, The Maxwell School, Syracuse University, Syracuse,
New York 13210; "A Pilot Study of Informed Consent and-Equitable Compen-

sation:' (50% support provided by the NEH).

Objectives: To conduct a Pilot study of the ethical ant value issues µsed
to defermine.criteria for equitable compensation for personal
suiting from biomedical research, artd industrial illness and injury.

12.' Kenneth M. Sayre, epartment of Philosophy, University oL Notre Dame,
. Notre Dame, Indiana 46556; "Values and Electric P.ower Industry Regula-

, tion."
11

Objectives: To analyze thj value dimensions of deCision making by a state
agency responsible for electric power regulation,namely, the Illinois

Commerce Commission (ICC).

15



13. Bert E. Swanson, Institute on Man and Science, Rensselaeryillet Nell York
12147; "Ethical Problems ConfrOnting Scientists and Engineers as Commu-

. nity-Deyelopment Experts: An Exploratory Workshop."

etives: To conduct a workshop which will explore ethioal problems
that confront scientists an engineers retained by local governments to
assist in planning, impl nt nk and evaluating community development

4 programs '

.

. .._,
. .

.

14. Charles. Weiner, School of Humanities and Social ScienceS,'MIT, Cambridge,
,Massachusetts.02139;, "Social Impacts of the Recombinant DNA Controversy
-- Documentation of the Responses of-the Scientific Community, Govern-
ment and the.publie" (50% support provided by, the NEH).

,' , ...a.. .
Objectives: To document the value erceptions, motivatIons, and actions
of scientists and others involved n the -growing national debate sur-
rounding the recombinant DNA case Continuance of On-going project). ,

t

fl
I

. .. .

H. Committee on Scientific Freedom andqResponsibility tSponsor Symposia

.

- The AAAS Committee on Scientific Freedom and Responsibility will spon-,
sor three symposia at the forthcbmingAAAS Annual Meeting (February 12-17,
1978)'in WashingtOn, D.C. Additional details should be available'in late
December and will be published in Science magazine and the January'issue of
the.Newsletter. Symposia sessionswill include:

1) "Whistle-blowing and Scientific Responsibility: The Management of
Technical Dissent," arranged by Rosemary A. Chalk and Frank von Hippel.

I

Wednesday, February 15, 1978 iborningi "Technical Dissent within the
Regulatory Agencies: The Experience iri the Food and Drug Administra-
tion.' Presiding: Harold Green (National Law Center, Georgetown
University). Speakers: Carol S. Kennedy (Senior PsyChiatric Advisor,
Veterans' Administration, and 'former FDA Psychiatrist), Marc Novitch

(Deputx,Aisociate Commissioner of Med'lcal Affairs,- FDA),-Larry Horo-
witz (Staff Director, Senate Subcommittee on Health and Scientific
Research), Norman Dorsen (Professor of Law, School.of.Law, New York
Uppkersity). Discussant: Fralik voa Hipper (Center for Environmental 44

gtudia;;Rkinceton University).

Wednesday, February 15 [afternoon) "Ternical Dissent within the
Regulatory Agencies: The Experience in the Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission." Presiding: Befitley Glass-(SUNY-Stony Brook). Speakers:
Ronald M. Fluegge (Medical Physiiist,Shoss.Radiological Group,, Inc 7(--
Cape Girardeau, Missouri, and former tIRC Reactor Engineer),' Roger
Mattson (Director, DiArision of Systems Safety, NRC);Henry I. Myers,
(Special Consultant on Nuclear Energy, House Committed on Interior
and Insular Affairs),, Robert J, Baum (Director, Center for the Stady
of the Human Dimensions of Science and Technology, RPI) . Discussant:
Jeremy Stone (Director, PhS).
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2) "Regulation
arranged by
February 16
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of Scientific Inquiry: Societal Concerns with Research,",
Hans Mauksch, Rosemary,Chalk, and Kurt Wulff. Thursday,,

[morning and afternoon sessions).J
3) "Human Rights and Scientific Freedom: Are Scientists Special?"

arrangedtty John Edsall and Joel. Primack.
-

Fiiday, February 17 [morning] Presiding: John Edsall (PrSor of
Biochemistry Emeritus, Harvir4 Unlwersity). Speakers: Robert W.

Kates (Profilksor of Geography Clark University, and Chairman, NAS,
Committee on Human Rights), 'Joel Primack (Associate Professor of
Physics, University 011California, Santa Cruz), Mark Mellman (Execu-
tive Director, Committee of .Concerne& Scientists, Inc.), Robert F.
Drinan (Member, U.S. House of Representatives).

ar

4

I. .Symposiuon Teaching the History of Science

The Committee on Undefgraduate.Ectucation of the History of Science So-

li ciety will sponsor a symposium at the Sdc-iety's annual meeting in Mlles,
Texas, ThurOdy, December 29, 1977. The symposium "Strategies of Undergra=
duateInstfuction" should be of special interest to those teaching courses
Involving the history of biology and medicine or the socialaspects of sci-
ence.

dor
Co-chairpersons and organizers of the"synposium ate Arthur Donovan (West

Virginia University) an Maurice Finpcchiaro (University of Nevada at Las
Vegas).

Speakers will be: Sheldon J. Kopperl (Grand Valley State Colleges),
"Madness or Salvation: A Course.on the History'of Genetic Recombination;"
Stanislaus,Dundon(CaliforLa -Polytechnic State University), ':The LureOf
the Human and SOcial Dimensions in the History of Science;" Lois Magner
(Purdue University), "Magic and Medicine: An Introduction to,the History. of

Medicine;" Nathan Sivin (University of Pennsylvania) will comment on these
papers and speak briefly about his course on medicine ip China. r;

- Interested persons should imptact Stephen G. Brush (Chairman, coMmittee
on Undergraduate Edumation), Depetiaent,of History and InstitUte for Physical
Science and Technology, University of Maryland, ),ollege Park, Maryland 20742,
(301)454-2723.

J. -Conference Proceedings: Biomedical, Research and the Public

In April 1976, a conference co-sponsoredby Case Western Resery iver-

sity and the Institute of Society, Ethics and the.Life Sciences examined the
relationship between biomedical research and the public, in its historical,

social,,political, legal and ethical contexts. The report on this, conference
features edited transcripts of the presentations and the panel responsesand
discussion. Topics range from the roles of Congress, government agencies
and scientific organizations, to questions of freedom of scientific inquiry e-- At

e
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and mechanisms for public participation and decision making. Available from
the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Piinting'pffice, Washington,
D.C. 20402. [Request "BiomediCal Research and the Public," May 1977,- Pre-
pared for'the Subcommittee On Health and Scientific Research, Committee on
HUman Resources, U.S. Senate],

K. Conference Proceedings: Toxic Substances and Trade Secrecy.

Thp Technical lnfarmation Project, a Washington-ba sed non-profit research

. ,
. and education group, has produced'a tightly edited,. well-designed report on
a ational workshop on toxic substances trade secrecy held in Codlfront,

-*Wes Virginia, February 1977. The workshop, supported by the Nation'al Sci-
n Foundation's EV1ST Proirm, invited represent from induAry, govern-

ment, academia, science j alismand the private sector to discuss the
problems of communication and the rights and' responsibilities of, in pprti-

, cular, 1) citizens, 2) chemical producers, 3) scientists and engineers, and
. 4) government agencies. The report outlines thespecific recdMmendations of

each of the four working groups on rights and responsibilities, but also in=
dudes the comments and Auggested'changes made.by members, thus presenting
a.less 'monolithic and more realistic repott than most such publications:

..
1

For futther information write the Project Director, Dr. Albert J. Fritsch,
Technital Information.Project, Inc., 1346 Connecticut' Avenue, N:W., Suite
217,,Washington, D.C. 20036: . .

4

. .

L. 'Oonfeilnde Proceedings: Ethics, professionalism and Maintainint Competence'

The Task Committee for the PAC Specialty Conferance /61 the American
Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) has published the rapers and addresses from
a conference on "Ethics, Professionalism and Maintaining Competence," held.
March 1977 at''Oliio- State University. The thirty-two)paper6 touch on profes-
'sional behavior and curren%attempts to codify professional ethics' in en-,

. ginesring; on professional upgrading and continuing proficiency; and on
pachin&ethics to engineering students. The report includea.reprints of the -

" . variout ASCE codes and drrft codes as appendixes., Available from ASCE, 345
East 47th.Street, New York, New York 10017, for $10.00.

S #
.

M.`-PeriodicalSsList: From Satignag to Sani.ty .xo Small Town

An extensive 1-eq of several hundred "Periodicals that Progressive
Scientists Should Know About" was published in,June 1%77 by the Tallahassee
Chapter of Science-for the Peo6e. The accompanying description stresses

>' that "the fact,that alperiodicals listed here does not necessarily imply
"
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an endkrsement by our grdup," and the list does. contain a diverse (in affilia-

tion"repletlon,jntent, and.Cdst), international 'group of publications,,

'With complete addresses and occasional annot ons.

. For a copy,, send "4 self addresses stami busieSs size envelope or
. .

three first crass) *stage stamps" to TallahapseerScience for the People,

i c/o ProgresEive Technology Co., 13:0:iox 20049,-Tallahassee,q1A-ida 32304..
. ,

. X .
.. ,.$

.
.

.

. '

N. Report: Academic Activities in Sciencel. Technologf an Society a
.

..

. a ,
4,

. .

.
. .

Science, Technology, and-Sottlety: A-54yey-and,Analsis of AcademiC
Acfivities.in the U.S.', by Ezra. Heitowit,.pUlls'tdgether Oe results df'.the

extensive survey conducted by Heitokithnd his CotnelkUniversity,.ed1Xeagues -

-oh teaching and research.-4,sciencs\r,techndl.ogY,' ond,societi, OTS). The ,

. report assesees,p& demographic datCon-tpursb%sPonqqrship4Ad content ,
.

summarizes thh characteristicp-of,I2g.ppg4aMS',..And include* sik specifiC

rrogram case studies. ',More than.ezepOrt Ott:eurvek.results,..tVecpreSent vol-

-ume Assesses the needs ins the field, 0.*rticulaiyvin the areas of textl oks,

increased tommunicationit and faculty deVeldpmeik and training. , %- -
, , r ,

.. -

, For .more information ., , dopt a c eqM bfeb'a.-c r E"z ia,' :He: i.t ow"it., Cb\rheS l r UmP,e, r.- .

sity,' Program onScience,:Technologpand;SocittY, ft4aca,.- NeW. York 14853y. -,,
. N

. . . t . .
O.-, : .. i,14

i 1, , r , -

-0. Report: R r'esearsdh Involving Children .
,

., .

. ,

. '

I 6. 4

-'s 4 k

.

* " ; V ' .. y, i .

..
.......: Children who Ore.sunjeAs%pf.reseorch 41 be.gOenbpecial pro.tcCtions

.' under the recommendations ,c4 theloOpeOer ational,Commisatonvfor'the'Prd
I

8

.

.section of Human Subj4cts-of BiomedicilOnd Aehavioral !teserch.. 'The:Commis-
,

sion submitted its Report And:Recommeraatitonsi"JRestaich InielViu,Children .

at the end of September to:the -Seceotiry'q fheIlepattmenofIllea1th,:Educa- , -

tion and-Welfare ,(HEW), and to'tOng.resef.--By.lbw,,that report must be:cdnsi-' '', .

dered in the development of HER,'relkul&tlanV.goVerning- any' tesearoh.that Al-

volves children and that is suPpdxted or regmloted by thedepartueni.
. . . .. t

t , . . , ,

; 'The CommissionrecOmmends,that thg.teepbpsibiLity 'for en urinOhat,re-.
.

search projects involving .children meet the. suggested t.riteria,be vested'in-
.

'the board'of the.institution.in 444th-the, research will,be cori-''

ducted:. The crittria-Ore: that the research,should be.scientifically sound -:...0

'and significant; that'studies shduld have been conductOd-On animalsp adults

oi older childfenvbefbie involvirig infantb; that'ang tiikzinvolved,should be

/ minimized; that adequate ieameasures, shoUld'ba taken!tb-pfoieCt the,PrivAcy, a
.,

subjects and their families, and to' maintain the confidentiality of_intorma-

)
tion; and that subjects should be seleted fairly. ,11 1 .

.
C...-.

HEW will publish theffullTepdit in the l'edsral Register add solicit
.

public.comments on the recommendations before puBlistang the proposed regU-.

:Lotions. Single copies Wfthe report ate available from Betsy Singer, .tiblic

Information Officer, National 'Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects,

Room 125, Westwood Building, Bethesda, Maryland 20016, "(301)496- 777'6.
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P. NEH 1978 Summer Seminars for College Teachers . .

t

The National°Endowment for theHumanitips4will,offer appxoximgtely,100 !
eight-Iteek Summer'Seminars for-College Teachers during the summer.of4978. .

. Seminars will cover the variousdiscipliw.of 'the humanities and humanistic
social sciences and will be located at major universities and research centers
in all regiplasOfithe country.

..)- The purpose of the, program is t'o provide opportunities' for faculty memr

bers,of undergraduate and twaol.year colleges to work with distinguished schol-
.ars in their fields at institutions With library collectiodssuitable for
advanced. study. Through research, reflection, and discussion with the semi-

.
nar director add their colleagues in the seminar, partidipating college
teachers wi 1 sharpen their understanding of the subjectsthey teach and imr

yi prove their bility to convey these understandings t ,their.student*. Twelve

college teac rs will be selected to attend each se narl and eacia participant

will receive a stipend of -$2,000 TOr a two-month t nure period plus a travel
allowance of up to $400. A,.

Specifit information concerning seminar topics, directors,. and locations
will be available upon request 'in early Deceiber. Prospective applicants
should write to the Division of Fellowships, National'Endownent for the
Humanities, 806 15th Street, N.V., Washington, D.C. 20506, or call Mitchell
Schneider at (202)724-0377. Application deadline will be March 13, 19#8.

Program to Support' Publication Costs-of Humanities Texts

In order to/refsifte that research generated bly- grants from the National
Endow;errt for thp Humanities is made broadly available tothe scholarly
community and an interested public, tAe,Endowmeni,wiiI now consider proposals,
requesting the subvention of publication costs.

This departure from past HumanitieSvrnabilea'i&b,Cy alloWs both com7
mercial and non-profit presses to apply for assistance; owards the publica-.
tionof major humanities, texts when the initial cash-flow is 'insufficient. to
allpw publicationpregently to be considered, or where it seemevident that
intolerable losses would otherwise be suffered. % ."

. Applications are'being accepted for the publication of research materials
which have rtsulted directlfroin Humanitlei Endowment grants, after such.
materials have been declared acceptable to a commercial or university press

. by its normal standards of review. The form of the. proposed publication must
appeaeapproptiate to'the nature of the-work'and to the anticipated readership.

Establishment of this program by the Endowment demonstrates its growing
awareness of the impedimdnts tothe publication of scholarly work. If profits
are generated by works selected for this, program, then the EndowMent will

N .
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receive relmbutsement by some set formula.

. . f

A deadline of December 1, )977 has been established.. For further infor-
,

mation'cotact:'Publications Program, tdvisioh of Research Grants, MS 350,

'National Endowment for the Humanities, 806 15th Street N.W., Washington,'

D.C. 20506, (202)382-5857.

.

New Program: Health-and Humanities at Georgetown- University

The Georgetown University MeaicaCenter, Washington, D.C., has announced
the formation ()file Division of Health and Hum pities within its Department of

Community Medic ne. The Head of the new Division, Dr. Warren T. Reich, will
be developing a curriculum, including a core of Bioethics courses, for the

Schools of Medicine, Dentistry, end Nursing at Georgetown. Additional coursfs.;'

in literature, philosophy, theology, art, history, sociology and law will be
aimed toward "the identification of value issues in health care and the bio,-

medical sciences," and the development "of intelleCtual skills for under,
standing and resolving the increasing ethical dilemmas raised by the contem- ,
porery life sciences,' health Sciences, and health care." [For more informa--

tion, see The Kennedy Institute Quarterly Repaft, Vol. 3, Summer 1977.]

S. Lund Letteron Science,.Technology, and Basic Human Needs

At a May.1977 conference at the University of Lund (Sweden) to discuss
the upcoming 1979 UN Conference on Science and lechnotogy for Development
(UNCSTED), a group of persons from universities-and research organi2ations
throughout the world decided to take some specific-ea-ions to enhance.
oppOrtunities for global participation at UNCSTED. T1 group concluded that

one way to incase the chances for success of the conference would be to

"open up the debate on the issues underlying-UNCSTED to include a wide range
eitcrItical views and alternative-experiencese" It was decided, therefore,
pdrere.hte an informal network, with a small secretariat and an occasional

tircular,letterd The only qualification for participation in this network
is "serious interest in exploring alternative approaches to better utiliza-
tion of science and /echnology to basic human needs.::

The resulting Lund Letter on Science; Technology, and Basic HumanNeeds
(Letter No. 1, July 1977) contains information on UNCSTED preparations,
official and non-governbental,'es well as recent publications and forthcoming_
international' me tinge of interest. Editors are Jan Olsson and Boel Bill-

gren, Researbh olicy Progrdm, University of Lund, SOlvegaian 8, S-223 62

Lund, Sweden: orth.American correspondents may +write Ward7Morehouse,

Suite 1231, 60 ast 42nd Street, New. York, New York 10017, (212)972-9877.

21
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T. COSTED Newsletter from the International Council ofScientificlUnions (ICSU)

This Newsletter, published by The dbmmitteeon Science and Technology
in Developing Countries (COSTED); aims to disieminate information on science
education., the impact of scienceand technology, and conferences and other
communications ventures involving developing countries. The most recent'
issue (July 1977) contains articles on "Biological Control of Pests in
Developing Countries",li "Scale and Appropriate Technology", and many other
'informative reports, includlng one on.the United Nations Conference on
Science and Technology for Development.

The newsletter is a primary activity of the Appropriate Technology
Information Service (ATIS) -started in 1977 by COSTED, 'a Scientific Committee

A of ICSU, in an effort to improve dissemination of scientific information
among developing countries.

Those interested in obtaining copies may write to Scientific Secretary,
cOSTED, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore - 560 012, India.

(0,

U. New Curriculum Newsletter on Humanities Perspectives on Technology

The Lehigh University HumanitiesPerspectives On Technology Program sponsors
a newsletter to increase information exchange infthe field of technology
studies. The first issue of the Curriculum Newsletter on Humanities Perspec-
tives on Technology, published in August, contains articles by JohnWoodcock
(Indiana) and Jack .A.DeBellis (Lehigh) on development of their science-and
literature courses, an annotated bibliography of recent publications, boa
reviews, and an article by Edward Gallagher (Lehigh) reviewing four educa-
tional films on work in a technological society.

.The newsletter is supported by a. grant from the National Endowment, for
the Humanities, and is distributed free. Wite: Dr. Stephen*J. Cutcliffe,
Editor, HPT Program, 216 Maginnes Hall #9, Lehigh University, Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania 18015.

V. 'NSF Rep s On Employment and Expenditures in Science

, The Division of Science Resources Studies at NSF p dically publishes
highlights of full reports to be issued later. Two recent issues in this '

Science Resources Studies Highlights series are:

1) "Private Industry Employment of Scientists and Engineers in 1975
.Shows 5-Year Decline" (NSF 77-312). According to this report, employient of
;scientists and engineers in U.S. private industry decreased 5% from 1970 to
1975, in contrast to a,19% gain 1960-65 and 14% gain 1965-70. Copies are .
available from the Division of Science Resources StudiesNSF, Washington,
D.C. 20550.

w.
22
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"
2) "Academic R& D Expenditures U 9'Perceut in 1976" (NSF 77-314):

'Althopgh R &D expenditures at U.S. colleges add universities increased'9%
from 1915-76_:this increase amounted to only 2% in constant dollar terms.
Federal'ageclea'continue to finance two - thirds of all academic R & D. These
and other data,are available from the Division of Science Resource Studies,
NSF, Washington, D.C. 20550.

W. SISCON Series Issued by Butterworths

Since 46 the Sciente in a Social Context Project (SISCON) has produced
and distributed for testing several hundred Copies each of 27 study guides
on different topics. The first of these were published in the Buttecworths-
SISCON Series in March 1977 and more will follow at intervals of about six
mgths.

1

he first six titles are:Ernedt Braun and.-David Collanridge, Technology '

and Survival; Kenneth Green and Clive Morphet, Research and Technology as
Economic Activities; Leonard Isaacs, Darwin to Double gelix: Up Biological

Theme in Science Fiction; Keith Pavitt and Michael WorbOys, Stikence and Tech-
nology in the Modern Industrial State; Clive Morphet, Galileo and Copernican
Astronomy: A Scientific World View Defined; Diana Manning, Society and Food:
The Third World.

A booklet describing the publishing program and forthcoming volumes can
be obtained from Butterworth Publishers, Inc. (U.S. office: 19 Cummings Park,
Woburn, Massachusetts 01801).

X. New Journal on the History of Sociology

The Journal of the History of Sociology is soliciting scholarly articles
and reviews of work on the history of sociology, particularly histories of
individual sociologists or departments, analyses of the roles of sociologists
in.corp'orate and government investigatory, regulatory and policy-making bodies,
and sociologists' professional involvement in war efforts or social move-7
ments or concerns.

Inquiries about subscriptions and manuscript contributions may be ad7,/
dressed to the - Editor, Journal of the History of Sociology, Department of
Sociology, University.of Massachusetts-Boston, Boston, Massachusetts 02125.

g'

Y. Technology and Society Audio-Visual Resources Digest

'

A digest describing films and videotapes on science, technology and
society hes been compiled by Pvoj4f!'INPUT (Increasing Public Understanding
of Technorogy) at Penn State, udder a grant from the National Science Foun;;
dation. The 26-page ,digest lists the price and other relevant information
and a brief description or evaluation of each item.
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For further indirmation write Project INPUT, l 2 Material Research
Laboratory, The Pennsylvania State University, Univ rsity Park; Pennsy,17ania

1002.

Z. Research bn Women in Science 4;

-

Deborah Warner, of the Smithsonian In4titutiona Museum pf Histbry and
Technology, is assembling a file of current'research;ptogresa in the area
of women in science. The Tile will be available fc pi. use 1y contributors and

convention program chairpersons arranging woMen'sltudiessessions.
duals are invited to send descriptions of their curent research on women's
topics, as well as references to relevant source materials to: ,Deborah War-
ner, Museum of History and Technology, Smithsonian Institution, Washington,
D.C. 20560.

*

AA. Expansion of Graduate Proram at University of Denver
- #

The Graduate School of Internatiohal Studies (G
Denver has established a multidisciplinary graduate
Modeinization, and International Studies (1MIS). Th

provide a basic understanding of the analytical appr
'technology and its interactions with national societ
.tiongl relations. Courses emphasize comprehension,o

IS) of the University of
rogram in Technology,
program is designed to
aches to the study'of
es and their interne-
economic, sociological,

and political analyses of technology, research methodology, plus comptehtsw;
sion of the essentials:of.the technological design-and evaluation processed;

to enhance professional-level dialogue with trained technologists. '

Program development has been supported by the U.S. Office of Education,'

the IBM Corporation andthe Sloan Foundation. Fellowship support and gra-

duate research assistantships are available for qualfied students.

For more in&armation.on the, program, write Joseph S. Szyliowicz, Direc-

tor, Technology Ed Modetnizatift Erogram,Graduate School of International
Studies, University of Denver, University Park, Denver, Colorado 80208; (303)

753-2324. . .

Aft
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II. LETTER TO THE EDITOR

To the Editor:

-20-
E a

-1

I wish.to react to the research report submitted, by Professor Mark k. Frankel,
Newsletter No. 18; pp. 18-19, on "ethics and political science research.".:.Finding
that, only three out of aixteen political science associations surveyed showed an
iaterestiin developing a code of ethics for research involving human subjects,
Profesgor Frankel concludes that

political scientists conducting research with human subjects do so
without any explicit guidelines for tliir actions...Yet, without
clear delineation of rights and responsibilities within the research
setting, accountability remains elusive and all parties to the re-
search process are left floundering in an ethical quagmire. The
survey results should pregent a challenge to the profession to use
its resources to promote meaningful and prescriptive discussions of
'the ethical issues and to formulate guidelines for the conduct of
research.

This conclusion raised the following questions in my mind:

1" 1) In'political science research, what is a "human subject?"

2) Do "guidelines" only involve the definition ofrights,for 'subjects" and
responsibilities for researchers, or is there some reciprocity?

3

3) Can guidelines eliminate ethical quagmires? Can accountability?

4) Do scientific findings (i.e., the survey results) compelkthe conclusion
that "meaningful and prescriptive discussion" is required?

Political scientists very rarely conduct laboratory-type experiments with hu- 1

man subjects, as do psychologists and some sociologists. When they do, I would
agree that procedures safeguarding the subjects from physical or mental harm are
"indeed required. Normally, however, "human subjects" in political science research
are people who\receive and are asked to complete questionnaires. Some comply and
some do not. /be rate of return to a mail questionnaire 'rarely exceeds 20 percent.
Often they are asked to fill-out questionnaires, or respond in structured.inter-
views to questionnaires, administered in person by an interviewer. What is to
prevent the respondent's showing Vle interviewer out. of thefdoor? Whether anony-
mity or access to he informaion is guaranteed or not, the circumstances under
which the-information is obtained are such'as to vest the right of consent in the
respondent; the researcher operates entirely at his sufferance. It has been
suggested that research utilizing interviews of significant actors, without the use
of a questionnaire, also requires informed consent. In 25 years of research ex-
perience of this kind I have never encountered a respqndent who'did not know how
to refuse his consent. To cdnsider our respondents as "subjects" strikes me not
Only as silly'but as demeaning to their judgment and .intelligence.

25.
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It seemS6tO be assume 10 elinee are designed to.coastrain the.researeh-
, research-

er. If there is such_a t as,,,, righe to do research and a righi nit to cooper- c'
ate with research. (remember; we' tit not talking of the inthane'anclithe incarcer-
ated, it seems. odd that a non-reciprocai sft of constraints is eii*en being'constd
ered. The mania for guidelines has its origins in medical and genetic research,
and in the institutions for regulating abuse of the environment. I am not dis-

puting the 'salience of restraint in these situaeions. BAlt I am urging some cau-
-tion in seeking7.to generalize the practice to field's of endeavor in which they
are not appropriate apd in ,which they violate somebody else's rights.

11

The notion of "ethical quagmires" in research and the call for greater
"accountability" always amuse ate. Life is full of ethical quagmires that cannot
readily be made traversable by systems of accountability. There is also something
called a "personal sense of responsibility.!' It is a telling commentary on the
pervasive ignorance Of the history of ideas that calls "for climbing out of the
quagmire always invoke visions of theological breakthroughs and .new ethical im-
peratives which would get us to high and dry ground. Except in monistic intellec-
tua"ystemS, there simply is no straightforward single ethic." Scholarship and
academic freedom, I had always thought, are designedjto prevent the imposition of
monistic systems by "way ofimperatives andiguidelin4s. Pluralism of ideas is in-
trinsic to research. The call for a single ethic is a disguised appeal toThave
"your" ethiC take he place of "mine.", 4

Hence it is difficultlo see 'who is to be accountable to whom. Accountability
can exist only Mhen there i an agreed code of conduct designed to safeguard the
consumer, patient, client, or victim rom defined dangers. In this instance we
have no helpless victim and need no agreed pode of conduct beyOnd the normal -can-
ons of professional probity. -Jit create a forum for. exacting accountability in
such a situation come close to wishing to control research for the sake of con- N.
trolling: (I repeat: I an talking of typical politital science research; I am -.
not arguing that there may not,be a need. to control other types of research in
certain' circumstances).

I find that Professor Frankel's research results" suggest that there is" o
need for further meaningful and prescriptive discussion. Thirteen political
science associations seem to agree. I congratulate them.

Ernst B. Haas
_Robson Researph Professor of Government "
Studies on International'Scientific and

Technological Regimes
Institute of International Studies
University of CalifOrnia
Berkeley, California 94720

Commentaries on articles appearing in the Newsletter :re
_welcome. We regret that we cannot publish all lett
and reserve the right to abridge,as necess ry.
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MEETING REPORT!

Notes on the XVth International Congress of the History of Science

-
Edinburgh, Scotland, 10-19August '1977
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Vs

Theme and Organization'

. ;

by William A. Blanpied
Nationacience Foundation
Washington, D.C. 29550

"
The theme Of the 'Nth InternationaI-tongress-Erf the History of Science, held

in Edinbiligh, Scotland, from 10-19 August 1977, had been bbldly announced as Human
Implications of Scientific Advance: Historial Perspectives. Anyone who went to

Edinburgh expecting that the sessions would be organized according to that theme,
or even that a_significant fraction of the papers presented at the Congress would

adhere to-it, would have,been disappointed. The interests of both professional
and amateur' istorians of science cover far too.' broad a range, and those within
the discipline who advance obvious social significance as a primary crVerion, for

scholarshipcholarship are,in too decided a panority. Yet many of the 750 partici-
pants seemed, at the-Very least, to be concerned with how the discipline might
belt contribute to the clarification of important issues associated with the an-

nOunced theme of the Congress. .

The Uhited States and tk(e United Kingdom contributed-the WO largest nataria/

blocs; 314pan and, most Weston); and East ern 'European countries Vere well represented;
'and there were also delegations from India, and the Arab countries, as well as a -

scattering of participants from countries 'such as Argentina, Cuba,.Pakiitan, South
Korea, latztinia and.Zaire. HoWever, no delegates from 'China appeared, to the evi=

dent regret of-Joseph Needhaml who recalled, with some nostalgia, the consterna-
tion that had ensued at the !Ind .International Cangriss'in Landon in 1931_ when a
well organized Soviet delegation led by Nikolai B*harirChad advanced a coherent
,set of Marxist interpretations of the history of science.2

fach of the%eleven lull-day symposia (one of which was organized bythe Inter-
nations]. Congiess for the History of Technology) featured sets of invited papers
organiad around a common eopiCt these formal symposia, and a large number of
parallel, sub-disciplinary sessionsApermittea approximately 400 contributed papers

to be read, thereby,offerin ore".than enougti`'to-suit the tastes of almost any

serious histoilan olitscience or technology, including even those-with-special in-

terests in:.science and huma values.

.
..

Symposium or Science and H miniValued
, . . Or

,

The Silence and Human Naluesi/syupotium comprided the st explicit irteMpt to 00...4'
-101

grapple wi4bithe theme of.the Congress. Symposium s rs approached the topic
..-,

,

.0 from a variety of perspectives, and seeped to agree .Only that Western science; at -.!,
,

least as construed in the context of 'Western rationalisM,,had failed to trovide -- ' .

w

4
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and 'probably could not provide -- an adequate framework in which to explore problems
. .

of human values. ,
_

4 4 .

, In a lengthy and. moving introduction, Joseph Needhal offered some personal

thoughts on the roots of the recent "movement opposed'not only to the high tgehno-
logy born from modetn science but also to modern-science itself."3 He expressed

his opposition td any moratorium on research because of his abiding disinclination

to believe that "any knowledge can be evil in itself," but he coupled that senti-
o ment to a strong conviction that, consistent strategies would-have'to be devised

to regulate research applications. To Needham, the ethics and logic underlying
the traditional sciences of China may provide-substantial assistance in attacking

.4the social problems created by the advance of contemporary science. Hecharac-
terized Chinese ethics as profoundly humanistic and "devoid of all supernatural
sanctions," and pointed out that absence of any codification of syllogistic logic
'amcing,the Chinese philosophers had_no doubt contributed substantially to the
methodologies with which they studied nature.

0, ....
,

Needham ended his introduction by reiterating his thesis that modern science
differs from all previous scientific systems in not being culture- bound. For that

'reason he finds ft more accurate to use the term "ecumenical" science rather than

"Western" science. An important item on the research agenda of historiins of
science, he suggested, should be'tp identify more clearly the non-European ele-

meats in ecumenitalmodern scienge.

Shigeru Nakayama's4 paper entitled "Alternative Sciences of the East" chal-
lengedNeedham's implicit epistemological assumption that all scientific tradi-
tions must necessarily corgergetowards ecumenical science, citing as cases in
point three-classic: h4,Chinese and,Japanese disciplinary!traditions that differed

profoundly from their Wes4,sn counterparts. Chinese astronomy accepted irregular
and non-conformIsi phenomeni atifh as comets and novas as cruc al to an understan-
ding of nature, in torirast to the Weac's singular preoccuPat 'on with regularities.
Eastern anatomXsts were concerned with spiritual harbonies rathei thdh with
'mechanical functibria. Mathematics in Japan was wirssedand/alued Or entertain-
malt rather than fqr any profound insights to wOlch such a Ofluit might lead.

.. ,
,4. _

Jerome Ravetz's5 paper, "Science as a Cultural Symbol," traced the symbolic
aspects of'solence from the early, missionary pronouncements of Bacon, Descartes
and Galilep, thrpugh the hightide of Victorian-optimism and into "the defensive.
And disillusioned positions of leading twentieth-century philosophers" such as

Popper, Lakatos andKuhn which, Ravetz claims, anticipated the "anti-science
movement:" He alsOS.Maintained that although contemporary philosophers of science

le, - have largely abandoned science as a means for attaining "the good and the true"*or
"knowledge without .sin," a substantial majority of influential moderrpscie9tists
still retain the'optimismofDescates and Galileo. That optimism fs, in kavetz's
view, peculiarly "totalitarian" in its tendency to annihilate other approaches to

Ipla comprehension of nature and in its £ntolerance of any suggestion that scientific 4'.

.
4arguments maybe insufficient in any and all instances where scientists clairdthat

they are suffloient. Thus, for example, in the Victorian age, sciencebelittled
religion; it modern times science is 'intolerant of suggestions of public partici-

pation and- control. ,

*
. ,, .

28
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R.R. Rashed's
6
paper entitled "La Notion de 'Science Occidentale'" implicitly

sported a part of Needham's ecumenical science thesis byusing the example of
Aiabic algebra to demonstfate the naivete of'the view tha odern science can be

regarded largely as a logical and necessary extension o estern classical tradi-

tions. He tamed the roots of that view to the 18t ehtury when "Western science"

. and "experimental philosophy" were frequently cont asted with "Oriental wisdom" -

in the debate beWeen modernity and traditionalism. Thus the terms "Occident" and
"Orient" assumed historical as well as geographical meaning. By claiming that

modern science'was the direct, lineal descendant of Greek natural philosophy, the
.49th century German historians were able to use the development of modern science
in Edrope as evidence of the innate cultural superiority of the West. Thus the
term 'Vestern science" assumed anthropological connotations s well. In Rashed's

view, it was also used to annihilate non-European views of nature.

Jean-Jacques SalotIon7, in his paper on " Crise de la Science, Crise de la-
Societe," provided the symposium's most sweeping and analytical critique. While
agreeing that the crisis in both moderi science and modern civilization is id
large measure a crisis of Western rationalism7-he argued that rationalism itself
could not be discarded. Rather, the fault could be traced to the reduction of

rationalism to "objectivism." Salomon believes that the.failure of rationalism
accounts for much of. the current fascination with alternative sciences of the East.

But he confesse'd to doubts about Needham's contention that China could -- or even

wanted to -- develop modern science and technology according to its classical

ethos.

Salomon contended that the dream of a golden age in which pure science was ,

completely divorced from its ultimate applications, and thus innocent of political
power, is a my r% with the same degree of authenticity as the myth'ofAlhe noble
savage. Galileo's profound contribution was to make "thinking a maranical'
operation," so that scientific truth could be arrived at through action rather

than through contemplation alone. Thus the birth of modern science required that

knowledge lose 4,"sense of its own purpose." To be sure the values asserted and
maintained by science did not (and do'not) completely overlap with the values
asserted by political authority, and hence there have been (and will continue to
tie) conflicts between science and power. Nevertheless, the roots of an alliance

are implicit in the writings of Galileo, Descartes and Bacon. As science has ful-
filled its promise of providing the means,toward power, the nature,of th'eitontro-
versy between'science and authority has shifted from a controversy over he nature

of truth to a controversy about the efficady of science: SCiente.ihas yielded

considerable ground to authority by absorbing an efficacy ethic, and-in-so doing
has become increasingly successful. But as a result it has becomOnCreasingly
unable to offer intights into humanistic problems. In Salomon's View the rational-
ism undulying modern science, reduced to "objectivism", has overthrown humanistic
valls% but has failed ,to replace them.

Miscellaneous Observations

Although. value issues were addressed most extensively in the session just
described, concern with the topic was also readily apparent in a number of other
symposia: in,th'e program on "Human Implication& of Twentieth Century Communications
.Technology"; in papers contributed to the sessions on "technology and Engineering

4
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since 1600"; andtin symposia devO'ted 'primarily to prdfessional concerns:Brigitte
Schroeder-Gadehus8, for example, in the symposium on','internationalCooperation .

and Xliffusion in Science," argued that that topic required a consideration of the
effects .°i scientific cooperation of confliCting systems-of political values. 'Then,
too, Charles Weiner9 urged,!in supositith on Pioblems of Source Materials in the
History of Science, that archivistsmust.attemPt to determine the typesbf ques-
tions people in the year 2000 are.l.ikelY to ask about science acid society in the
1970's, and to use those judgments as a basis for deciding whaecontemporary
documents should be collected and weberved.

Not.surprisingly, the Edinburgh, Congress demonstrated that historians of
science and technology, like the practitioners of other disciplines, have yet to
agree whether the study of valuesiis alegitimate disciplinary pursuit, and, if so,
how the methodologlAs of the discipline'should best be applied'to such studies. But
even though the Congress showed'few signs of having been organized around its
stated theme, it is perhaps significant that the Organizing Committee.felt that-
the announced theme should be Human Implications of Scientific Advance. It remains
to be seen whether the Organifldg Committee for the XVIth Congress in Bucharest in
1981 will select a theme at all. But it is virtually certain that the,Congress
will also provide a diversity of perspectives on problems of science and human
values as seen by historians of Science(and technology.

I.

NOTES

00'
Master, Gonville and Caius Collgge, Cambridge Univeisity.

2. The papers presented by the Soviet delegates to the 1931 Congress have been
repiinted, with a new forward by Needham, in a volume entitled Science at the
Crossroads, London::Frank Cals and Co., Ltd., 1971.

3. All'quotatj,ionS, with the exception of those attributed to J.J. Salomon, are
taken from the published abstracts of the respective paperS.

4. History Department, 1.71versity of Tokyo.

5. Philosophy Department, University of Leeds:
.

6. Institut dWatoire des Sci Universit de Paris I.

k The quotationeattributed to Salom are taken from a longer version of his
Edinburgh paper presented at a 31 May-2 June conference in Brussels on 4,

"Crisis of Science in the European Societies?"

8; Institutd'Histoire et'de Sociopolitiques des Sciences, University of Montreal.

///
9. Technology Studies Program, Maiaachusttts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,

Massachusetts. 4
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B. Cpagmentary on the XVth International Congress of the History of Science.

by Dorothy.Nelkin
Cornell University

Ithaca, New York 14850

I focused fay attention at the fifteenth International Congress Of the History
of Science on the-activities of the International Councif for Science.Policy Studies.
This Council, composed,ot thirty-nine members froM Seventeen countries, meets
annuallyto exchange information about recent trends in science policy. The formal

activities of tie Council have included conferentes, a summer school in science
)-policy studies, and a recent book, (Science, Technology and Society -- edited by
I& Spiegel-Rosing and Derek DeSolla Price). The Council is creating opportunities

to maintain broad contacts in a field that very much calls for an informed inter- ,

national perspective.

At the History.of Sbience Congress, the Council organized a full day session

oh aprovocative topic: 'Social( Revolution and Science, a theme with great poten-

tial for an interesting and coherent program., The idea was to look historically

and cross- culturally at the influence of revolution and-political change on/the

development of science; and in this context, papers were presented on science in
France during the First pepubilic, in-Germspy just after World War II, in Poland
from 1900-1915, in Tanzania after indepen4ence, and in contemporary India and China.
There were also papers on the attitudeseeowards science in the United States after_
the turbulence of the 1960's, and on the influence of social 'Assumptions oh the

development of state medicine.

-Such a program could have madp a significant contribution to studies of'the
relationship between social change and the development of science, A number of the

themes touched upon in individual papers could have been systematically.and pro-
vocatively developed and compared -- for example, the tension between centralized
and decentralized policy planning fOr science, the efforts to direct science
toward national goals following periods of social upheaval, the problems of exter-
nal Control that emerge as science is directed towards social eels, conflicts of
interest with 'respect to science in societies with rapidly changint'velues, and

the effect of socio-politiCal models on cognitive assumptions. ere is by no

means consensus on the relationship between scientific development and its gociO-

political context, so that such themes were potentially a basis for vigorous argu-

ment. Somehow, however, the issues that emerged briefly in individual papers,were
not thoroughly pursued and the anticipatekarguments failed to develop. Some

speakers chose simply to describe the ihstitutional.framework for science in their
national context without drawing the relationship between social and scientific

factoray While others were content to pursue well-trodden themes without the needed

critical.analysi0

This criticism is not meant dermine the value of many of the papers,
and I do not mean to suggest t t the difficulties described were unique to this

particular conference. Lack of thematic coherence, variation in quality, And

absence of sufficient time for detailed discussion, are problems familiar to All

31
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meeting-avers. However, if international meetings are to be more than
if

an.oppor-

'of'ideas, a number of s ep must be considered; establishment and ad-
tunity for corridor talk, f there 'to be the setting for the and. lively

oexchange
herence to stringent review procedures; advance distribution of completed texts
or abstracts; allottment of adeqdate time for discussion following presentations.

Despite its problems; the Congress provided a valuable opportunity for making
new contacts and reestablishing old ones, and for comparing 'notes 44th colleagues
from far-off places'. The University of Edinburgh,, strategically lbcated between
Marks and Spencer, and Greyfriar's Pub, provided a delightful and congenial setting.

4

C. Commentary on the XVth'InternationAl Congress-of the History, of Scidfte,
.

Arit OW%

by Daniel Kevles
, California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, California 91125

(Editor's note: I Because, of space limitations we are unable to include':
the entire text_ Professor Kevles' commentary on the Edinburgh

o meeting. An extract follows.)

My.principal concernd at,the conference were two sessions on giqlogical and
Medical Science since 1600. Coming to.the history of biology And medicine after
many years. in. the histOry otpilysics, I was'struck by the degree of similarity in'
the newer approethes be4ng taken inboth fields', especially by the.growing.empha-
sis oa the '1.1.story o science'. t found Jimilar'eqphasis'in other sessions
I...Attended, includingethe history of physics, science and human values, science
policy studies, science and society since 1600:, and the relations between theories
of heredity and. of evolution. I wad also struck by the extent to which scholars
'rim exploring the social history of seience are, interested in the history of
scientific, ideas as such.' A notable example of that combination at the conference
was B. Norton's paper on R.A. Fisher, in which Norton Argued that -a commitment to
eugenics brought Fisher to his synthedis of biometry and Mendelism. ;-My reading
Of the'conference may Have been distorted, Aince. I, of course, took a sample
skewed"by my own intellectual predileetions.- Nevertheless, despite the scheduling-
problems,440 limitations on lorma/ discuss n, the smorgasbord quality of the
offerings, certain patterns seemed evident: 'he history'of science is in a state
of upheaval, especially ambng"British and American scholars. The social history
of science is rapidly bec4ming a major part.of the'discipline. And, since a numr
ber of ,people, many of them younger scholirs, are. rejecting the distinction be-
tween the "internal" and "external" history of science as unwarranted ant counter-
prodddtive, the upheaval shows signsof leading to a new undeNtanding of man's
attempts to comprehend and master nature.'

.
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IV. SOCIOBIOLOGY: THE NEW SYNTHESIS? 4'

41/1

By Gerald Holton
Jefferson 'Physical Laboratory

)1farvard University

Cambridge, MA 02138

From'the Special to the General Discipline

1

if

The Invitation to share some thougHts on sociobiology has turned out to be a
temptation too difficult to resist, despite all reservations. While I must base
my remarks largely on a reading of the accessible literature -- primari* O.

Wilson's writings and commentaries on them-- the obviout danges for anyone who
is not an active researcher in biology are decreased on an oCcasiOn such as.this
symposilim, mhere there has been an opportunit to check one's Areliminary tonrlu-

sions with Er diverse group of scholars in bio gical fields.

. I shall be addressing three related .questions:' What are the aims and claims ,

of contemporary sociobiology? How does the enterprise fit into the history of
ideas? And does, sociobiology have the earmarks of being indeed the beginning of a
major synthesis?

First, one must make a distinction. There are really two pursuits, both re-
ferred to by the same term,tociobiology,'(defined as "the systematic study of the
biological basis of all social behavior "1) and often indiscriminately merged in all
discuisions. One of the two4ursuits.is what I would call the Special (or Restric-
ted) Discipline; thl other, the General biscipline.2 The former deals with animals

'below man. In Wilson's book Sociobiology: TRe New Synthesis, he devotes about 90
ptrcent of therext piges and all but a handful of the approximately 2,5'00 refer-
ences to research papers to the Special Discipline. And there seems to be little
doubt that, in the sense of the Special Discipline, sociobiology "works" for
large areas of animals txhibiting social behavior, from slime 'molds and corals to
non-human primates. Thus, many specific observable and measurable aspects of be-
havior are correlated with genetic factors. To be sure--; 4:4-iii'any growing scien-

tific field, there are vigorous debates about detailed observistions and conclusions,
e.g., to what extent the relative investment in the care of.offspringeirrwinflu-
enced by the,degtee of genetic -relatedness of individuals in the Order Hymenoptera
.(wasps, ants, and bees)3. But the Special Discipline promises to mature soon into
a Special Theory that may explain much of the Observable social behavior of animals
below man: This by Itself is no mean promise, not least because of the large num-
ber (an estimated_10,000) and staggering biological diversity of social species
that exist on this planet. We might then have the ability to use one coherent
corpus of variables and one quantitative theory to predict aspects of the social

Based on a presentation in the panel discussion "Sociobiology: The Long View"
held et San Francisco State University, June 1977, sponsored by the NEXA Program
with funding from the National'Endowment.lor the Humanities: The conference pro-
ceedings, Sociobiology and Human Nature, Michael Gregory and Anita Silvers, eds..
(Hari Francisco: Jossey7-Bass Inc.) will appear in 1978. Not for republication with-
out permission.
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behavior of non -human animals from acknowledge of population parameters (demogra-,

phic information concerning population 'growth and age structure) combined with in-
formation on the behavioral constraints imposed by the.glnetic constitution of the
species. Such an ,achievement would surely be counted among the major advances of
science, even if not a single word of it wo ,Jd amity to the case of mad. (One may
add that if such a discontinuity in the al Iton to man' were.discovered in

principle, that discovery in turn would'conatitutit a major,mystery for science.)

While-tile Special Discipline attracts by far the largest investment of energy.0-.
of researchers in the field of sociobiolOgy, the major focus of attention front

4 those outside the field is the General Discipline, which extends the promise and
the program one crucial step further -- to man. But it is t n this inclusion of
human sociobiology thathas transformed into a challenge w therWise might have

continued'te be regardedas,a specialty with limited interes The c llenge is
signaked immediately in the subtitle of Wilson's book: "The New S hesis," and

in explicit statements such as these:,

For the present [sociobiology] focuses on'animal societies, their ,

'population 'structure, castes, and communication, together with all
of the physiology underlying the sodialadaptations. But the.disci-
pline is also concerned with the social behavior of early man and
the adaptive features of organization' in the mostwprimitive contem- .

porary huirn societies.4

Tasextension_to modern man is immediately indicated to be only a matter

of time:
1

It may not be too much to say that Sociology and-the (11ther Social
sciences; as well as the humanities, are the, last branches of.
biology waiting to be included in the Modern Synthesis [rmo-Dar-
winist evolutionary theory]. One of the functions Of sociobiology,
then, is to reformulate the foundations of the social sciences in

4. a way that draws theSe subjects into the Modern pnthesis.5

Wilson does not claim that all:this is already happening.,Although it may be
plausible to expect continuity across neighboring species on the basi% of specifiC
findings' in -dls, lines such as physiology, psychology, genetie6 and demography,
the general prog m is only sketched, and its supporging data for human sociobio-
logy are relativ ly few (largely in the realm of "non-rational" behavior. e.g.,'
incest taboo, infanticide, hypetgamy, mental retardation and schizophrenia, and
the biochemical basis of some behavioral mutations). But the driving force comes
not only from such, data; it comes also from an old dream:

The dream has been to bring biology -- as a science, not simplyas a
source of unconnected facts.-- into conjunction with psychology, an-
thropology, and sociology make it part of -the foundation of the

social sciences. That goal now be at last feasible, if, not ac-

tually in sight..It is hoped that knowledge of the subject will
assist in identifying the origin and meaning of hUman values, from
which all ethical pronouncements an much of political practice flow.
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From time to time Wilson is careful to ask for patience. He points out near

the beginning of his book=that "the formulation of a theory of sociobiology con-
stitutes, in my opinion, one 'of the great manageable problems of biology for the
next twenty or thirty years",'amOgihe ends the book with the estimate that it may-

take as long as one hundred years °. These cautionary words are all too easily lost

sight of because of the emphasis given to the basic program of identifying and
using the postulate of continuities across species -- for example, that "the indi-

f vidual organism is only [the genes'] vehicle, part of an elaborate device to pre-

serve and spread them with the least possible biochemical perturbation;"9that "in
order to explain ethics and ethicalphil-e-senemust-=un'derstand the role of
natural selectionin evolution, such as the connection between kinship.and'altru-.
is.tic behavior; that "the hypothalamic- limbic complex of a highly social species,-..
such as man, 'knows', or more precisely...has been programmed to perform as if it
knows, that ite underlying genes will be proliferated maximally only if it orche-
strates behavioral responses that bring into play an efficient mixture of personal
survival, reproduction, and altruism; "1° or again "In this macroscopic view the
humanities and social sciences shrink to specialized branches of biology; history,
biography, and.fiction are the research protocolsdf human ethology; and anthro-
pology and sociology together constitute the sociobiology of a single primate
mpecies."31

To name only fieldS-to which/Wilson himself ref s: the General'Discipline is

t lead to a synthesis, across all social species from colonial' to man,

f evolutionary biology, genetics, biochemistry and ethology, and specifically for
man,-also of anthropology, psychology, sociology,,the humanities, and ethics. One

is led to ex-Oact a mutual accommodation of, conceptions such as bonding, sex,
divisionof labor, communication, territoriality, patriotism, warfare, learning,
aggression, fear, altruism, and the structure of.DNA: Indeed, what has been left

out of this projected synthesi4 makes a very sort list -- xhiefly the notions of

,the transcendental and of (undetermined) free will. This will turn out to be of

more thah passing significance. 4

It may not be 'inappropriate to inject here a personal opinion. Regardless of

. the success this program may ultimately have, I find it admirable for four reasons:, ,-

(i) Science needs more such wide-ranging; 'intellectually "risky" efforts to bal-
ance our usual fare of small additions to the sandheap of individual analytical

results. Sociobiology is attempting to become a "theory of principle" (a theory
covering a wide domain in which a large variety of verifiable results are obtained
deductively from a few secured postulates) rather than a phenomenological theory
(the more common type of theory characterized by narrow domain, many ad hoc ex-
planations via plausible inductions, with short Olains between the observations

:And the conceptual material). (ii) Even if it.fails eyentually (as all systems do),

the challenge" whic sociobiology is throwing down before the neighboring disci-

i plines can have strong, perhaps transforming effect on some of them -- although
,

, not necessaril along the lines envisaged by its proponents. And that is one way

in which progress is traditionally made. (iii) Wilson's Sociobiology and related

writinga by the.proponents%may be viewed as significant cultural artifacts in
i their own right, because they represent a world view characterizing this part Of

the twentieth century -- for example, in their plea for a sophisticated form of

flexible, almost stochastic predeterminism and materialism; in their apparently
dispassionate concern with a secularized ethic; in their accent on rationality
and their under-emphasis on affect and symbolic forms. In short, with all their
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limitations they exemplify what 26 widely considered to be some of the best

thinking today.: (iv) Last but not least, the discussion of sociobiology among

biologists and-other scholars can and should present opportunities fcis-the diffi-

cult and all-too-often neglected task of exploring the PbSsible impacts scientific

work may have pn ethics and human_values:

Notes on Outraged Sensibilities

to'The opportunity for such assessments haigLonly begun be taken seriously. So

far, the scene has been dominated by expressions .of outraged sensibility -- more
often than not on the part of non-biologists -- triggered but notbfully explainable
by the type of statements On sociobiology made by its protagonists. These responses

themselves are well worth studying as events in the history of science. "This-is
not the place for such a study, but it woula be useful to identify at least in a
general way some reasons for the sense of discomfort produced in some quarters by
the very discussion of sociobiology, a reaction so strong4that it has. occasionally
verged on becoming a case of."limitation of scientific inquiry.'! For as the New

Scientist put it, "There is no doubt that _many people have steered clear of the
nissue for fear of being labeled either as neo -Nazi or an hfsterical radical."12

Opposition to sociobiology is of two forms. One is th'e understandable.con-

troversy within the specialty field that must test the clips of new-proposals. A
more visibleopposition, ranging in intensity from polite disapproval to organized

disruptions of meetings, focuses chiefly on the General rather than the.Special
Discipline; usually they do not claim to disprove data or conclusions as in the
normal process of theor!t validation no doubt in part beCause.of the early state

of sociobiology. At bottom, the more vehement objections seem tp have one or more .

of'three.separable but not independent bases:

101r
(i) It would be wrong t eny that scientists and scholars, like other mortals,

can be influenced by theirs"g eactions." A good fraction of the reactions I

have heard myself show this cvmpodent. If the program of sociobiology At its most

.ambitious were to work, it is argued, it threatens "to short-circuit the person in.
the egg-egg cycle"; once more the progress of science would "oljectivize the sub-
jective" and "ratieffalize at the cost of affect-and passion." We would then have

a "clockwork modeliOf man" as the "ttiumph of reductionistic scientidm," bisecting

man's nature. In a replay of 17th-century separation of primary and secondary
qualities, we would be "casting away the-qualitative, the ambiguous, the complex,
and the artistic," in short much of what "makes each person unique with respect to
any other person, and that which makes mankind unique with respect to other species."

When Time magazine recently published a long and on,the whole rather balanced "cover
story" on sociobiology, it chose to put on the cover, as a kind of emotional short-
hand, a picture of two puppets representing a young man and a young woman, looking
helplessly and vacantly past each other as they dangled'on their strings with the
frozfn gesture of an abortive embrace.13 -

Nor is Wilsop insensitive-to the dangers. In the final section of his book,

he speaks of the purposeh to which evolutionary sociobiology might be put-in
the future:
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If the decision is taken to mold cultu to fit the requirements

of the ecological steady_state, some beha ors can be altered ex-
perientially without emotional damage'or lo a in-creativity. Others
cannot.' Uncertainty in this matter means that Skinner's dream of
0. culture predesigned for happiness will surel,have to wait for -

the uew neurobiology. A-genetically accurate and hence completely
fair code of ethics mvst also wait.

The second contribution of evolutionary sociobiology will be to
monitor the genetic basis of social behavior...If the planned

. society -- the creation ot which seems inevitable in the coming
century -- were to deliberately steer its members past those ,
stresses and confli67that once gave,the destructive phenotypes
their Darwinian edge, the other phenotypes might dwindle with thei.
In this, the ultimata genetic sense, social control would rob man
of his humanity... 14

(ii) Expressions of this sort,by the critics and by Wilson himself, reveal

a rather widespread fear of abuse. By themselves, fears do not form a rational
basis for deciding where sociobiology will 2be.*heading, not to spaak.of whether'the
inquiry should be limited even ifs it could be. But even if got rational, they can
be reasonable extrapolations of ominous present trends. One of mankind's oldest
preoccupations is the pursuit of vice and folly; in our timec'advances of science
and technology have been eagerly incorporated into that project. More evidenc%
piles-up day after day -- the insanity of heapipg higher the mountain of ever' more
fiendish weapop systems, the behavior-control "experiments" of secret police on

both sides of the ocean, the callous discharge into the environment of harmful.by-
products of indvstrial processes, and so forth. If greed and sadiim have managed
to benefit from the labors of scientific workers, it is reasonable to fear that
other widely diffused human tendencies such as xenophobia, racism and the like
could fashion themselves some protective "scientific" cloak. One remembers the

abuse of "Soeial Darwinism" in such fields as economics, immigration policy, and
eugenics in Edgardian Britain and elsewhere -I- not to conjure up its deadly per:-

version by the Nazis with the full cooperation of German doctors, scientists, 'law-
yers, and administrators. The sheer instinct of self-preservation may be suffi-
cient ta account for the fact that people-are suspicious ailiever before about any
new scientific theory or technological developmenX that might enlarge the potential

for the control of kiwi/behavior -- by whom? according to whose values? for A

.whose benefit and at whose risk? with what institutional constraint?

The .loudest protests I have heard leveled against, sociobiology do not claim
that any of the fearpd abuses have already accugred. So far, no specific proposal
for basing'social 'policies on current sociobiological knowledge has surfaced. The
,fears' tend Itto refer' only by analogy to what may have happened in related fields.

To be sure, it is anew and difficult calculus: some modern victims of the perver-
sion of science and technology are all too easily identified; other ate not. (gOw
would one prove to have been personally hafted by an escalation in the balance of
terror? Or by feeling more an more like Nose puppets' on the strings 2) In this

circumstance, sentiment can mike itself felt -- and'over the past few years senti-
ment has been shifting as it did in the handling of food additives. The Food and

Drug Administration used to label most of them simply as -GRAS (generally regarded
as safe), but.now additives are considered guilty until having been proved inno-

cent. Similarly, in many quarters, those aspects of science and technology that
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have health- or behavior-affecting potential are no longer GRAS, from recombinant
DNA'research to nuclear engineering. Limits of scientific inquiry is the new
phrase that characteriies the whole movement. The skepticisM about near dangers is
no ldnggf-tranquilized,by the promise. of mere distant rewads -- even by, the prom-
ise of exposing, in the long run, those earlier biological and social adaptations
that once may have been functional but which now are disastTous for mankind.15
It Would have been improbable that any form ofAsociobiology.applicable to human
beings, coming en the scene in this part of the centuty, would have been exempt
from consequences of the current strain of pessimism.

(iii) Yet another "reasonable" and expectable type of adverse response to
sociobiology may be identified as territoriality anddichotomization.,A number of
intellectuals in fields neighboring on sociobiology ire concerned about what they
perceive to be. grand imperialistic designs on their area, and they are not caned
by'the casual disclaimer that the success of the prograt may be i hundted years off.

Comments I have hedrd made by academics under this heading have contained such

accubations as: that sociobiology "trivializes" the work of asocial scientists by
Nisaggrelation", and shifts,the "battlefield" to an entirely inappropriate area;,
that the ontogeny of human, behavior must continue to be based first of all in the
analyiis of childhood experiences; that the whole enterprise is implausible be-
cause one cannot imagine the chain of "intermediate causal steps" necessary for
understanding how heritability expresses itself operationally in behavior. , .

Wilson himself was not entirely unprepared for the profesSional resistance.
When he announced that such fields as ethology and co arative psychology "are

111°
destined to be cannibalized" becduse the future can t rest with'their "ad 1.*
terminology, crude Models, and curve fitting,".he a_ded "I hope,not too tany-%
scholars in ethology andpsychology will be offedided by this vision."1-6 In his
more recent writings Wilson has none little-to calm colleagues in neighboring ter-
ritories. On the contrary, his essay "Biology and the Social Sciences" 'contains
a direct attack on the separation between fields hailing adjacent levels of organi-
zation.

17
Going fay'- beyond -the so-called Modern Synthesis of-Mendelian genetics

and biochemistry, he envisages a "juncture" of neurobiology and socfbiology with
soc41 science, He focuses on the creative tension between neighboring fields
Whose relationship makes them act as "anti-disciplines":
. i

13y today's standards,'a broad scholar4Pan be described as one who
is a student of three sub ts: his discipline, the lower anti-
discipline, and the subject to which his 'specialty stands as anti-
discipline [at thenext level of organization]. A well-rounded
neurophysiologist, for example, is deeply involved in the micro-
structure and behavior of single cells; but he also undifitands
the molecular basis of electrical and chemical transmission, and
he hopes to explain enough of neuron systems to help account for
the more elementary patterns of animal behavior.18

,
.-

.
_ ,V

In the evolution of molecular biology, "progress over a large part of bi=ology was
fueled by a competition' among the various attitudes and themata derived from bio-
logy and chemistry -- the discipline and its anti-discipline."19 Wilson feels that
a similar process will eventually occur for sociobiology as the biologist glimpses

"reverse ilde of the social sciences"; for examples economics will be under-
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stood fromfso general h perspective that the conventional treatment of the subjett
becomes merely "the'description of economic' behavior in one mammalian species with
a'limited range bf the biological state variables ,"2° rather than the'acti9ns of
man in the4market place.

It is not surptising to find assertions of territorial claims in the replies
to Wilson by membetp of other disciplines. But neither these assertions-nor suspi-
cions about the 'vadity'of the new methodology'vith its high ambillion reveal the
passions involved. Between sociobiologists and their opponents tAre is also evi-
den of a clash of fundamentally differing world views -- a kind of "n-culture"
p lem. Most intellectuals find it difficult to hold and juxtapose in their
-m nds 'two stilll-deve Oping systems with overlapping jurisdictions, the more so if

the'systems are ba d incommensurate assumptions. Thisklifficulty produces the
cultural equivale of a cognitive clash between sociobiology and the othergap-
proaches to understanding human behavior (as in hunianistic psychology, wherabam-
tiguity, complexity, and confdsion are handled quite differently). In this clash,-

the solution is all too often found in dichotomization, in the tendency to exclude

all but one system instead of attempting to hold two or more systems in parallel.

Some Precursors

Just as the opponents of sociobiology can cite plausible motivations for their
pessimism,'the proponents have their own case for optimism. To deepen our under-
standing of the aims and claims, the powers and limit's of contemporary sociobio-,'
logy, we must now ask how the enterprise fits into the histOry of ideas. Thewho4

airfield of research and the motivating spirit behind sociobiology are not the pro-
v duct of the last decade or two, as a citation analysis might lead one to believe.

On the contrary,, it is part of a long evolutionary. development. Sociobiology too
has its phslogeny, and was already weal- established in the middle of thd 19th
centufy;, at the time when the mechanists arid vitalists were doing battle.21
In 1845, a group of young physiologists, among them Helmholtz and Duboil.-Reymond;

. swore an oath to account for all bodily processes In physical-chemical terms. They
did not prohibit all metaphysical discussionsof that science, bdt merely declared,
in Dubois-Reymond's famous phrase, "ignorabimus," i.e., that-we shall never knoW
the great world riddled, except those portions that reveal themselves within me-
chanistic science.

,

This group was dAtinguishable from a parallel but more extreme group of ex-
perimental biologists and medical materialists who may be'called the "nothing-

but" school. To them, all things were to be reduced to a homogeneous mechanistic
. scheme, including the world riddles despaired of by the others. This naturally

led them to attack the established order, the alliance between church and state,
and all-the other impedimenta to radical progress in science and without. Not sur-
prisingly, many of them were socialists and visionary fighters for social justice.22.
From the present perspective, the medical materialists and the Helmholtz group
were far closer to each other than to any of their common enemies; they were, for
example, united in being anti-transcendentalists.

To me, the most interesting figure among all these was the,biologist, Ernst
Haeake1.23 A fiery materialist and.sn-Lalist, he scoffed at all myth-mongers and
offered a complete world view based on evolution and monism (unity of mind and
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matter) that would solve all puzzles. The turbulent book he wrote i 1899 toward

the end of career but A the heiiht of his fame, was in fact titl d simply The
Riddle of the Universe [Die Weltathsel]. It swept over Europe like a sade

against mystification, against what he fegarded as "the untrlith foisted on the
people by their spiritual and economic masters." Science -was to triumph over theo-

logy by spreading the'gospel of evolution infused with'a modicum of pan-psychism.
Haeckel's chief point as that there was a unity of the inorganic and the organic
world, 'grounded in the laws of conservation of matter and energy (what'he called
"the law of substance").

It was inIed a replay, complete in many details, of an ancient message. Here
it is first in the weft's of Lucretius,- introducing the world view of the earliest
Greek.atomist:

e, 0-

I will essay to discourse to you of the most high system of heaven'
and ehe gods, and will open uPgate first- beginnings of things, out
of which nature gives birth to all things and increase and nourish=_
ment...Nothing is ever gotten out of nothing by diyine power, Fear
in south takes such a hold of all mortals because they see many
operations go on in earth and heaven, the causes of which they can.,.
in no way understand, believing them therefore to be done by divine
power. For these reasons, -when we shall have seen that nothing can
be produced from nothing, we shall then more correctly ascertain

. that which-we are pursuing, both the elements out of wh h every-
thing, can be produced and the manner in which all thin s are done
without the-hands of the gods.24.

In Haeckel's own battle against such'notions as personal immortalial, the.con-
yentional belief in a creating God, or in the belief in a mind or a '134tpose behind
evolution, he did not have to refer explicitly to Lucretius. Haeckel's sentences
had their own grand, teutonic sweep:

.

A11 the particular advances of physics and chemi try yi.d in
theoretical importance to the discovery of the gr at law yhith,
brings them to ape common focus, the law of substa ce. This'fun-
damentaI cosmic law establishes the eternal persi ence of. matter

'and,utee, the unvarying constancy throughout the entire universe.
It has become the pole-star that guides our monistic philosophy
through the mighty labyrintli to a 7. the wort'-probilem.25

) ot:

The Promise'of eternal persi)ence and of *guiding pale-star ft&vivid in the
sweeping and reassuring chapters in Haeckel's book: "The History of our Species,"
"The Phylogeny of the Soul," "Conibiousness," "immottafity," "Theipolution of the
World," "The'ynity of Nature," "Our Monistic Ethics," and, finally! "The Solution
of the, Wof18-Problems." In comparison, Wilson's,book is an exercise in understate-
ment and scientific objectivity. I doubt ttikit is able to arouse a small-frac-
tion of the hopes and fears that Haeckel's Book did for-about half, a century!

Another precursor of Wilson is Jacques Loeb, the 4Cithor of The Mechanistic
Conteption of Life (1912). Born in 1859, he was a scientist in the Old style Of
philosopher and social innovator, - -certain that scientific findings might lead

0.
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directly to political and social-development consequences. Influenced by Schopen-

:hauer (as were so many others Of'his generation), he seems to.have turned to bio-

*.logy i order toifind, evidence against the conception ofthe freedom of the will.

i:Perh ',his b4st work was ollcanimal tropism, the involuntary movements imposed by.

sildh nVironmental conditions asIlight upon organisms; he'considered it a model

for understanding behavior in terms that avoid the use of the noxious conception
of "will." The accomplishment for which he is most Lam*, arfAlicial partheno-.

, "genesis by"physicalichemicar means; fell in the same category of scientific-re-
search,indings with anti-transcendental and anti-metaphysical implications.

*01
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From 1911 on, gheeYed b he proof of, the existenceof molecules by Jean Perrin
and others as the triumph hanistic philosophy, he spoke and Wrote onr"the,

mechanistic conception of ii ..and published his book 'of that4titfe in 1912. In

it,ras Donald Fleming observed, Loeb reduced life to a physical-Ehemical phenomenon,
free will to an illusion generated by trclistic.causes, and religious'faith to an 4.........

'absurdi..q.::He protlaimed the total vilf.dity of mechanistiOprinciples, and terivfd

' from theth a system of.human ethics baed on'instincts 'whose unobstructed exptAas n

Would rejuvenate world aociky. In hidRbook; Lodb asked whether man's "inner PT
-4- the Nishes and hopes, efforts and strUggled," should be "aahable to a physicaf-

*.
chemical analySis". 26 And he answered yes, even if the proof would have to come '

2°- om much research that still waited to be done: "For-some i o these instincts the
emical basis is atleast sufficiently indicated to.arouse the hope that the anall.

- .:ysis, from the mechaaiitic point of view, is'only-a question of tiwe ft-4Z. . -.

r#

In the last pages of this work, just as in Hae
5
ckel's and in Wilson's, Loeb,

has a section entitled "Ethics.'! 'Here is a passage:, "4,.

We:eat, drink, and reproduce not becaust mankind has reached an
agreement that thia.is desitab4( but because, machine-like, we
are compelled to do so. We are active, becrause,we are compelled

1 to be so by processes In our central nervous systei...The mother
loves and hares for her children,motbecause metaphysicians had
the idea that Ws was desirable, but because the'instinos.,
'taking care .of the iibieg.i inherited just as dlistinctly as the

morphological. chdtacte of .the female body...Not only is the

mechaniseic conception of life compatibles with ethics: it seems"' .
the only conception of 14gt whlch can lead to an ulliprstanding

, of the4source of ethics. .0

. In comparison, Wilson's is a soberer more scientifically grounded effort. w Ire-
.

ically,--'partly for this reason, it'will not, have the same"populartty that these

predecessors had. -
4'

A.

P -
Eva a g-the Potential fo S nthesis

. . .,

t3Isclu bcaebskith:Ii deww:Y/c1I :748 ro.:1::;71s;nethiell'skiZnt calt!inind::!71:bi°:'

.

a'synthesis;,and how 4es sociobiology cowedpOnd to it? '

Against
.logy that it
structure of

I view syntheeitd analysie/as methodological.themata, synthests.being'one
componeAt of the the ic pair, the-other being analysis.29 Thsoterm sis of

course brings tb mind certain methodological practices in the works of philosophers

to, 1. -10 1
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since Plato. But it is necessary to:distingash'betwee ur general meanings of
tj term: (1) synthesis used in the reconstitutionalse (e.g., where an analy
sis followed by a synthesis re-establishes the orig nal condition); (2) synthesis
used in the- ransformational sense (e.g., where the application of analysis and
syhthesis advances one to a qualitatively new level, whether given specialty ,

field such as biology or in-two specialty fields such as biology andAciology;.
(30Lsynthqsid'used in the judgmeital sense (as in, the Kantian'categoiles and their
mo rn Critiques), and (4) synthesis'used in the general, cultural sense.

.

To specify the properties of a synthesis. in operational terms, we select a
,,body of work that is, beyond challenge, a historic synthesis, and'u'se it both to

identify the structure of a working synthesis in science as well as to measure how

ft
.ose sociobiology may be t he model. Thg Newtonian synthesis (the historic .,....._c.i../

. .unification of celestial an terr strial physics) is pkokply the most distin-
guished example; while referring it to compareethehal

. eleipnts ofany synthesis, we shall keep in mind that we
speak, the top reading on that kind of thermdmeter.

dozen major structural
ereby,calibrate, so to

( 171 Historic Rots. tit
, . . ;

..- ,

Almost 'by definition, a synthesis hseroots in the hi ory of the_ fields wi0-.

in which it produces coherence. For the Newtonian synthesis, one of the roots
1 reaches tb the grand scheme of Thales of Mijetus, the other to Pythagoras of.

.
,

1

.

Crotona. The former was essentially positivistic and materialistic, wi 'a certain

16-41
resemblance to modern,emricism, while the latter was *taphysidal formalistic.
It'is.significantthat each of these systemdliwhich came into western cultute at
!about the. same time,' 2500 yeagsago, were impelled by the'PerAsting drive tio find
bipic unity underlying the diverslty of all experience, but nevertheless weredia-
knet4cally.Qpposite in assumption and appeared mutually exclusive in,coieent.

.

_ . . it

From each of these
(

two schools, a separate chain of alsEingulshed, followers
A

merged over tit next centuries. Aristot4le star* at a pivotal poisliklon in the
history Aof thought in part he.was'the,first major -thinke was not .# :z

"folltiower.of only' one Of the two main trends; but who made a powerful attempt 4fo ' . .

adaft elemepts from both, of, the antithetical systevis in a new synthesis. Nothing
even faintly analopus was done successfully in natural pfilaosophy until the . .4

joining'by Kepler and balileo-Of neo- Platonic. and materialistic,conceptiohs. New-

. - ton'SAtritheSig, then,was the Iasi grand brldging of the matvialistic7positivis- 4

,tic traditi. and the formalistic- metaphysical tradition in natural PhilosoVhy. ,
Late; at ill. s were restriCted to narrowly delimitecOelds within the physical
sciences. 4.us FaradAayn Ariaj7theine, inhis.relearch on telationi between{ gra,
Vity-antelectricity, called "the long standing persualion that all the
forces of nature art mutually tiependedt, having.one Origin, or rath r being dif-
fere* manifestations of one fundamental power.", To this day, thi -1.4 the,Holy

1trtil of-theoretical physicists., who try to find one forcetoexpl in the grAita-
,tionaf,sthe electromagnetic,-the weak and the strong interactions. .

Turning to, sociobiology, it tod has a distinguished phylogeny;
the current terminal point call trajectory or proliferation of sy§te
issuing.primarily from the paterialistic.Lpechaniatic and anti-metap
of Thales of Miletus and his followers --.Anaximilinder, Anaximeneg,
Leucippus, Democritus, Arlaxagoras and Lucretius. The more'recent s
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developed from the trajectory of these physiologues, teaching "disenghanted" or

"positive" explanations of nature's phenomena, are. some aspects of Newton, Vico,

Laplace, D'Alembert and Condorcet, Comte, Darwin, - Helmholtz, Dubois-Reymond,

Herbert Spencer, T.H. Huxley, Haeckel, Loeb, Mach,,Julian Huxley, Haldane, the

early Lysen6, and Schrddinger (in "What is -Life?"). ak

If we look beyond their many differences, they all share fundamental ambitions,
approaches, and themita. For exampl, the matrix of social, values and the moral

base are taken not as a priori but as susceptible of explanation within a material-.

istic world view. 'These natural philosophers tend to opt for continuity instead

of uniqueness, for unity rather than discretenessi In modern sociobiology, the
old theme of classical physical causality persists, although modified and irecast in ,

terms 6f tendencies an& "potentials" -- an even older yet still irrent theme. Many

of the moderns are social innovators, and opt for an essentially optimistfc and

liberil political stance.

. (

Thus lobking at this aspect of syntheses in general -- synthesis as the
climactit achievement of a long-term trajectory -- the ambition of sociobiology

. is entirely recognizable.
11111

.14

(ii) Inclusion and exclusion of elements
NA lk,

The raw materials from which a synthesis-must be fashioned are individuals

' seeming4y disparate elements or separate classes of entities. 'Thus the Newtonian. .

'laws govern-the'motions.of objects from atomic to galactic size. Yet, Newton also

_specifically excluded large, sets of elements'from his synthesis -- not only
"occult qualities" that were no longer desired, but also 4light and its propag4ton,

chemical rgactidis, much of, fluid mechanics and the theory of elasticity, sensa-
.tions,in the human body, and the properties of the ether.

. . . .

. .
Sociobiology'seens to be in"dangqrk of not knowing how to exclude, explicitly

. some tempting candidate-elements.: One has the impres9ion that the range of beha-

.. iors, traits, and details clamoring for inclusion is enormously large. To be

ure,history reminds, us that exclusion very frequently is
.

not, and perhaps can-

norbe, an,a prrori conscious decision, but can only,come at the end of a long
series of unsuccessfL attempts at incl on. That is, exclusidhs are the result

--O'f'the discovery of "impotency principles." And to find those, ode needs time.
- .

11

(iii) A First Principle
4-\

After Newton, nothing so'basic as the intuition of a universal law of gravi-
4ation furnishing the first principle on which to build a system will perhaps ever
be granted to another syntheeist.. But socio-biology doe's make several basic, fun-

---Ndamental polbtulates -7 forexamPie, the central theorem that animals behave to as

to optimize their inclusive fitness; that 'there is some molecular basis of b64a4-

vior that the genes "program the potentials"1; that for all phenotypes,

including behavior, there is selection by interaction of genes and environment;

twt there is a odntinulty of mammalian traits in humans. Forthe theory's even-

,
tual success in the large sense, iitiwould seem necessary to postulate explicitly
the'smallest number of independent statements, and insofar as possible to exhibit

\416.erole of pa ny and necessity among those postulates dirk do remain. (I am
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Id"

of course aware that some biologists may well object to this criterion, trained asaware
they are to be more tolerantoand respectful of complexity than are physicists.)

. 4

We also know from the study of earlier scientific advances that the formula-
ion of p ful "first principles" often had to wait for the formulation of new
cepts (energy, valence, ihVariance, quantization, complementarity). New terms,

ne metaphors, a new language parallel new generalizations. They can of course

not be identified in - advance of the-pressure for fruitful hypothesis; nevertheless, .

one might speculate on the type of additional concepts that.a general theory of
sociobiology may require.

An example would be one conception to handle the simultaneous actions of
opposites: potentiation and determination -- something like a flexibly' constrain-

. ing developmental field that contains decision vertices having probabilistic para-
meters. Perhaps new terms are also needed for thoee distinctive and preferably
quantifiable human traits (i1 any) that are not shared with other species (e.g.;
similar to the distinction between r es in human societies'vs. castes in social
insects). Terms such as altruism, sl very, and warfare, when applied to non-human

species, may turn out to havemexhaust theit'usefulness and might now be.Tecast,
to avoid unnecessary limitatiMs or least the charge.of undue anthropomorphic
connotation.30 '.L' h' ,

,

(iv) Cohesion of a General System-
,.

4gainsince Newton (with the pogsible exception of General Relativity) no'
systeewith such general coherence,'nosuch deductive-testaale schpma based on one
or a few principles can be expected-to arise again:Inour time -- least all in

a theory which is still under construction before cttr very eyes. It will be a

long time before we see the equivalent of" the deduciionAan&henoe "explanation ")

of Kepler's-empirical. laws. Yet there are beginningi inueociohiology, such as
efforts to understand. the mating system, the sizeof familieb,and coIonies, and .

diffusion speeds. More such advances, and t goi cadltr§ing of them, Will'be
needed to make tiOs synthesis widely' #ersuasive., Tile current literature show that
this is the growing edge of the whote effort. s.

I recognize that workers in other sciendeWmay be undefigtandably Opressed
(or overly impresSed) by the success under this heading which the 300-year effort*
of modern physics has had at its culminitidn,qor ttat is the model which physics
willy-nilly puts before the other sciipces. The power,of the deductive network
produced in physics.hasheen illustrated in a,ddlightful article by Victor F.
Weisskopfn. He starts by taking the,magniiudes of six physical constants known
by measurement: the mass.of the prcno4, the mass and el@ctric charge-of,the elec-
tron, the light velocity, Newton's gravitatiorlei constant, and the quantum of
action of Planck. He.adds three or four fundsment4 laws (e.g., 4de Proglie's te-
lations connecting partIcle momen;em and particle energy withthe wavelength and
frequency, and the Pauli'exclusiOn:Mnciple), and shows that one can then derive
a host of different, apRarently quite unconnected, facts that happen to be known
to us separatelysby observation: for example; the size and energies of nuclei, the

4

mass and hardness of solids such as rocks, the height ofwmountains'on earth, and
the size of our sun and of4pimilar stars. ThiaLis indeed fuitillift. Newton's ptlk

gram, triumphantly. Hower, one must notupgrimpose the same expectation on the
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program of Lucretius and the 'elated one of Wilson, '

A 4
10 I

"(v) Demystification and Central "Image"
.

.

It is well known/that Newton had a profound philosophical impact in his"contem-
. reoraries by his demonstration that quite "ordinary" and causal challis were at work

in producing compleR or frightening effects (tidea or comets, respectively), that
the.world Of infinite change was explainable by the persigtence of very few sim-
ple laws which any. schoolchild could memorize. ..-By extending the reign of familiar
terrestrial processes,and showing them to operate throughout the knowable world,
a single, almost hypnotic image could suggest itself, that of the universe as a
majestic cldckwork. Its vispalizability at4ode mental "glance" was probably a
powerful factor in its popular acceptance.

Sociobiology in its current version does hold out a similar promise of "ex-
plaining" complex or disturbing effects in the processes of human Society, from
homosexuality to warfare. Evenif there should be only a quite partial delivery
on that-protise,, the effects uponthe world view of our society will be enormous.
SociObioympgy does seem to lade, however, a central image, analogous to the vision .

of a clockwork, conjured up bythe Newtonian synthesis. -There is not even a complex
one such as Dliwin's "tangled bank." The voluminor afld painstaking work chron-
icled in Wilsa's bdok and similar'soprces may never lend itself to such a feat
of fruitful oversimplification.

(vi) Predictiom

Predictive capability, as in deducing' correctly the return of t comet from
Newton's laws, is usually regarded as the ultimate test of how "scientific" a syn-
thesis is, -- the "tweet." the science, the prouder and the more confident it is.
Inthis respect, sociobiology seems to be in only an early stage of development.,
However, we be touching-here pn.the long debate concerning essential diffei-
&Ices betwee biological and the physical sciences, rather than on a sine qua
non of scienti synthesis as such., For at the very least; a far greater degree
of complexity is built to bi4Ogical systems by virtue of the necessary connec-
tion of each function wi the organism's history on the one handtand with its
environment on the o

c

(vii) Culturill,Reach

The claim of the Newtonian synthesis as a powerf exemplar of a cultural syn-
thesis that changed civilization has been amply doc ed. (If one were allowed
only a single. example, an analysis of the role of Newton an philosophy in 'Thomas
Jefferson's draft of the Ameritan Declaiation.of Inaepen ence ;ht. suffice.)

By this measure, of course, the strategy w.th respect to sociobiology is,

once more; patience. It does appetr that both the proponents and the more voci-
ferous and politically oriented otponentsof sociobiology are united in the expec-
tation that the New thesis of.which Wilson speaks Will be pne that changes our

culture. If it doe t, the synthesis will still be one in the "transformational"
'sense.

t-
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One may conclude that on many-, perhaps most, counts sociobiology has a fair
chance eventually to,bea out its promise, provided that more of the crucial ele-

mentsare supplied in the on -going research; notably with, respect to cohesion and

prediction, and thereby advance Trom-the:Sus4mrt-Discipline to theGeneral Theory.
It can only be guessed how widely the New Synthesis will be welcomed by the ad-

jacent disciplines. Nor can we predict whether the ideas of sociobiology will be

as severely abused as were, on occasion, Darwin's and Einstein's'-- although one

positive outcome of the sobering experience of the teeent past for all scientists
should be their greater watchfulness and, where necessary, activism to expose
abuses'forcefully as soon as they are actually identifiable. ,

The issue of scientific validity will of course be decided in the labothtoriei

and in field research. If experimental evidence in favor of hUmhn sociobiology
does turn out to be,voluminous, varied, and positive, the fathers'of.the field
will no doubt-be installed in the Pantheon. Butoit ig a curious question whether
Haeckel and Loeb and the others who will be biting for them there will in 'fget

approve of Tsnew verbion of the ancient quest. No doubt they will like to hear

evidence tha the social behavior d! animals can generally be linked, across-all
species, to, the mechanism of natural selection. They will also be pleased that

- ,biology, anthropology and many neighboring fields will have,been shaken up in a

fruitful way. But we can imagine they will at least raise an eyebrow that in our
fine the offsprings of Lucretius no longer found theological opponents to engage
head-on, and addressed themselves instead to thesmodern equivalent of the ancient

' seat of moral force, i.e to the social sciences.

In answer; the new arrivals will have to plead that the toad to the New Jeru-
salem once more proved to be.more difficult than had at filkst appeared, and that
it may be,quite enough if we end.up wiser about the behavior of people and other

animals. Even in making a synthesis, there is a large anduseful middle ground
between complete-success'and failure.

L
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V. ADDITIONS TO GENERAL BIBLIOGRAPHY

lk

V

Ameritan Society for Engineering Education (ASEE). 1977 Engineering College Re-
search and Graduate Study., Washington, D.C.: American Society for Engineering
Education, 1977.

This directory compiles information on the expenditures for over 18-,000 research
projects in college engineering programs in the U.S., Puerto Rico, and Canada.
Detailed descriptions of the programs include information on graduate student
appointments, stipends and participation. [Cdpies drE available from Publications
Sales, ASEE, Suite 400, One Dupont Circle, Washington, D.C. 20036; $7.00;-$3.50
for. students with identification of school and program.]

Ashby, Lord,and Mafy Anderson. "Studies- -in the Politics ofEevironmental Protec-
tion: The Historical Roots of the British Clean Air Act, 1956: II.The Appeal to
Public Opinion over Domestic Smoke." Interdisciplinary Science Reviews 2, March

1977: 9-26.

succession of severe fogs, coupled with the publication of mortality rates
wiiich turned out to be as severe as those causeby cholera, stimulated the
creation of a smoke abatement lobby. This'essay describes the work of that
lobby and the ..ceffort...to put a smoke-abatement Bill through parliament" (9).
Article shows the interaction of public opInion, pamphlet publication and other
communication, and legislative action. ,

Basiuk, Victor. Technology, World Politics, and American Policy.'Ney York: Colum-
bia University Press, 1977.

Analysis of present and projected state of technology and consequent effect on
national and international policy.

Begab, Michael J., and Stephen A. Richardson, eds. The Mentally Retarded and So-
ciety: A Social Science Perspective. Baltitore, Maryland: University Park Pt Bs,

1975.

Proceedings of a 1974 conference, containing a wide selection of articles on
,larger social context of mental retardation, its effects on society and vice
versa, as well -as on the pa ular problems of individuals (communication dif-
ficulties, education, even discussion of juvenile delinquency.)

,Bereano, Philip L. Technology as a Social and Political Phenomenon. New York:

John Wiley and Sons, 1976.

Bookof readings on the general and theoretic aspectsipof the interaction between
technology and society. Maly of the well -known articles on this subject are

included in the collection.

Blissett, Marlan, ed.' Environmental impact Asses cent. Lyndon B. Johnson School
of Public Affaira,,The University of Texas at AUstin: Engineering Foundation, .

1976. alo

In an attempt to examine environmental impact statements as aspects of policy
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implementation,-this collection of articles provides a variety of analyses of the
implementation of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. Sections on the
techniques for index_development or data analysis and On public participation in
administrative hearings highlight thid book.

Callahan, Daniel.- "On Defining a 'Natural.Death' - An Ideal for Public Policy."
Hastings Center Report 7, June 1977: 32-17.

Aims at a definition of "natural death" which will be "at once rationally per-
suasive, emotionally satisfying, socially advantageous,- and politically attrac-
tive;" then considers the implications of the definition for the individual and
for society.

Cantoxe, Enrico,. Scientific Man: The Humanistic Significance of Science. Forest

Grove, Oregon: International Scholarly Book Services, Inc.# 1977.

-Intent of this book is "to clarify theprinCiples for integrating the spirit of
science into an authentic humanism," as well. as analyie many of the contemporary
misinterpretations of science by both scientiats,andhumanists.,

Carter, Luther. "NucleaniWastes: Popular Antipathy Narrows Search.for Disposal
Sites." Science -197, 23 September 1977: 1245-1266.

Citizen opposition in a growing number of locales is hampering the government's
efforts to, find sites for the permanent disposal of nuclear wastes.

Carter, Luther J. "Public Interest Lawyers: Carter Brings Thet into the Establish-
ment." Science 196, 27 May 1977: 961-964.

Analysis of the Carter Administration's choice of personnel at the subcabinet
leVtl. Impact of the appointments on government and on public interest law.

Clasquin, F.F., and Jackson B. Cohen. "Prices of Physics and Chemistry Journals."
Science 197, 29 July 1977: 432-438..

'!Tile high cost of journals has forced some scientific libraries to reduce dras-
tically or eliminate entirely the purchase of books in order to maintain journal
and other serial subscriptions" (432). Analysis of survey of problems in
Physics and Chemistry, but extendable to other fields. Some suggested remedies.

Engelhardt, H. Tristram, Jr., and Daniel Callahan. Knowledge, Value and Belief.
Hastings-on-Hudson, New York: The Hastings Center, 1977

4

This book continued the Hastings Center, exploration of the relation of ethics to
science, focusing particularly on theology and the foundation of ethics. Essays
range from Paul.Ramsey on Kant's moral theology to Stephen Toulmin on "Doctor's
Ethics and Biomedical Science."

Fadiman, Afton. "A. Technological Culture." The Center Magazine 10, March/April

1977: 71-78.

Wiman's thirty theses onthe.definition, limits, and implication of technology.

A
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'Fowler, William A. "Physics in /176 a personal account." PC: Today 30,
NA

April 1977: 33-41.

Reflections of the,President'of the American Physical Society on the public image

-of the physicist, includiapg soils faicfinating examples of how faMous physicists ,

have put on a "public face" for the media. If physicists are to widen their areas
of activity in society, Fowler.says, then they must project a more realistic
image of what they are -- "capable, practical, ingenious, innovative,_ and at the
'same time human beings like our neighbors" (41).

Frontiers of Science. Washington, D.C.: National Science Foundation, 1977; $4.00,
I

Government Printing Office stock number 038-000-00314-3.

Articles froM past issues of the NSF's Mosaic magazine.

Glantz, Leonard H. "Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court Reverses Conviction of

Dr. Kenneth Edelin." Medicolegal News 5, '''inter 1977: 3 -4..

Brief analysis of the issulpand of the Court's opinion in the case.

Golub, Robert, and Joe Townsend.' "Malthus, Multinationals and the Club of Rome."
Social Studies of Science 7, May 1977: 201-222.

The authors argue that "stile imperatives of the multinational firm and the inter-
-national economly require a change in the world's politic4 organization and that
such a change is implicit in an acceptance of the [Limits,to Growth] analysis.",
.Emphasizing the stresses which have arisen between the ltinational corporations

and.the national _governments, as well as the changing a titudes of the un

(
er-

"lakkdeveloped countries, Golub and Townsend describe the Limits debate as part ,

effort.to shape.public opinidn toward theteeling "that we are fated with ob-
scure 'physical forces' rather than the political and economfc'results of

earlier historical d'evelopment."

Goodchild, Peter. "Screening 'Marh.Curie.'" New Scientist, 18 August 1977: 418-

420.
V

The producer of the BBC documentary.drama,series on Madame Curie discusses the
difficulties of interpreting a scientific biography with both sufficient dramatic
impact and historical accuracy.

.Gordon,,Donald. "Herber Marcuse: Aspirations and Utopia." Futures 9, April 1977:

147-151.

Marcuse as a technological utopian.

'Gordon, James. "Space-Time Rag." TheSZIgiiCe73 .July /August 1977: 20-21.

"Tongue-in-chee* confession by a science writer that "I just don't understand
physics;" rsther he'values the sense and aura of the science. "I 'value physics

not forihow well it explains the world, but, much as the irreligidus_loved the

Latin mass, for the way it sounds " (20).

Grobstein, Clifford. "The Recombinant-DNA Debate." Scientific Americtilk37, July

t_ 1977: 22-33.
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U.

Examination of the science and policy involved inthe debate. Includes review of

th proposed guidelines or other pans for containment or monitoring of Recombi-
.

nlEt,ONA research.

Harwood, Jonathan. "The Race-Intelligence Controversy: A Sociological Approach; I

-- 'Professional Factors."' Social Studies of Science, Vol. 6 (1976): 369-394.

"The Race-Intelligence Controversy: A Sociological Approach: II -- 'External

Factors."' Social Studies of Science, Vol. 7 (1977): 1-30.
I

The.thesis of Part I isigiat scientists' disciplinary allegiances'predispose them
to adopt particular poirions on the race-intelligence issue. In Part II it is
argued that committment to either a hereditarian or an environmentalist position
in this controversy is to be explained in terms of a scientist's world view.

Hawkes, Nigel. "Science iff-Europe/The Antinuclear Movement Takes Hold." Science

197, 16 :September 1977: 1167-1169.

Popular protest against nuclear power has reached formidable proportions in sev-
eral European countries; This article reviews the antinuclear movements in
'France and Germany.

"I'm'Madly in Love with Electricity -- and Other Comments about Their Work by
Women in Science and Engineering." Published by the Lawrence Hall of Science

(atfh.: Careers, University of California, Berkeley, California 94720.)

Booklet written to introduce women to careers in science;-includes some lists of
societies and other publicat ons. Single copies available free; each' additional

copy; $1.00.

Impact of Science on Society, 27 July/September 1977.

Issue devoted to "Science and Latin America."

Jacob, Francois. "Evo'ution and Tinkering." Science 196, 10June 1977: 1161-

.1166.

..,[N]atural selection does not work as an engineer works. It works like a tin-
kerer...who uses everything at his disposal to produce some kind of workable
object" (1163). .Jacob builds a delicate and enlightening analogy, describing
examples at the molecular level or in the human brain.

Jordan, Don. "The Town Dilemma: Discharging a DUtyl"- Environment 19, Marc b 1977:

6-15.

Description of the recent conflict over disposal of PCB-contaminated industrial
wastes ir< the landfills and streams of Monroe County, Indiana. To

what to d about the,waste? What about the victims? Outline of thAerging
conflict 'between local, state, and federal authority, science, industry, environ-
mental groups, and the right's of the intlividual.

Leeper, E.M." "Scientists Ask.Tongress to Control DNA Research.". BioScience 27,

February 1977: 141-143.
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News review of December 1976 Congressional Seminar on Recombinant DNA research
controls, co-sponsored by SIPI and the U.S. House-Environmental Study Conference.

Leeper, E.M. -"Trumbull Testifies on Public Participation." BioScience 27, June

1977: 387 -389.

Account of testimony at ovegaght hearings on Recombinant RNA, Science, Research,
and Technology Subcommittee of the House Committee on Science and Technology.
Panel included AIBS Executive Director Richai'd Trumbull, Dorothy Nelkin; Alan
McGowan, Jeremy Stone, and Norman Wengart.

Lepkowski, Wilbert C. "Frank Press Outlines Science Advisor Role." Chemical and

Engineering News 55, 16 May 19771 19-22.

News report on how the new Presidential Science Advisor likes his job.

Lowiance, William W. "The NAS Surveys of Fundamental Researchj962-1974, In Retro-

spect." Science 197, 23 September 1977: 1254-1260.

A review of the origin, design, conduct, policy impact and'usefulness Of the ten
surveys of the health and direction of major fields of science that were Cond4c-

ted from 1962 through 1974 by committees under the aegis of the National Academy
of Sciences'. Committee on ,Science and Public Policy (COSPUP).

, Lubrano, Linda L. Soviet ology of Sciende.. Columbus, Ohio: American Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Slavic Studies, 1976.

History and analysis of Naukovedenie in the Soviet Union. Lubrano's discussion
of the social and political context of research and theories is especially use-
ful for those interested in the sociology of science.

so

Luria, Salvador E. "The Goals -of Science." The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists

33, May 1977: '28-33.. .

In a version of a talk delivered to the American Academy of Arts andSciences,
Luria concentrates of "the cost-benefit reckoning of the fruits of research, the
decision - making process in the selection of research programs, and the-distrust
of science andscientists" manifest in society (29)., Luria also pointi out that

criticism of-Recombinant DNA research falls into three categories:` mystical,

sanitary, and political.,
. .

Macklin, Ruth. "Consent, Coercion, and Conflicts of Rights." Perspectives in

Biology and Medicine 20, Spring 1977: 360-370.

Concentrates on the "clugter of moral issues" surrounding the case of Jevah's
Witnesses who refuse blood transfusions for religious reasons..

May, Willis Notes On the Ethics of Doctor and Lawyers. Bloomington, Indiana :'

The Poynter ter, May 1977.
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In an incisive discussion of the quandries facing professionals in law and meal-

. 'Eine, Professor MAy guides the readerthrough complex issues of philosopiVand
,ethics and points the way toward application, to all professions. Sectons on
the enduring purposes of a. profession, on the connections of the professional to
Client, colleague,' market place and institutional:host, and on the role of the

professi nal as teacher and citizen highlight this essay and may have particular'
.

relev to science. 0

McCaull, JuItan, "Researarin a Box: Escape of New Life Forms." Environment 19,

/- April 1977: '31-37. 1

1116 News report on DeCember 1977 Seminar on Recombinant DNA research, co-Sponsored
1 by SIPI (Environment's publisher).

.r

Mitroff, Ian I. ,"Some Unresolved Issiyes in the Psychology of Science -- A research
', Agenda." 4Newsletter 2, Summer 177: '20-22.

The author briefly outlines seven areas he feels are deserving of more research
-- e.g., "the symbolic and/or affective images that scientists form of ttlem-

Selves, their work, thetr colleagues,, students, objects of study."

Mohr,. Hans. Lectures on Structure and Significance of Science. New Yorkand Ber-
lin: Springer-Verfag,' 1977.

Based on series of lectures delivered in 1975 orthe nature of scientific thought
and the nature and significance of the Scientific enterprise. In particular,
Mohr's chapters on "Science and Responsibility,","The Motivation of Science,"
and "Science and Values" contain interesting syntheses of current thinking and
research in these &teas.

Morgan, Robert P., and Eric B. Hartman, eds. Proceedings of

University Education for Technology and Public Policy. St

Washington University 1977. (Available from the Department
Human Affairs, Box 1106, Washington University, St. Louis,

,

. STS'field.

T
Mtirray,_Chris.' "Environmentalists Fight for Delaney Clapse." 'Chemical and Engi-

neering News 55, 23 May 1977: 16. 1

. .

News report on-the conflict between cancer and politics -- the saccharin issue.

the Conferohce on

. Louis, MiSOberi:
of Techhofogy and
Missouri 63130.)

This 15A -page volume records the edited papers and discussions of the December
1976 Conference., Specific emphasis was on courses, degree programs and resear
in university education 'for technology and public policy. The Proceedings in-
cludes Papers or remarks by representatives from many of the.prograts in the

ch'

National Science ouion. Annual Report for 1976. Washington,

Government Prin ing my.

This report of the NSF in 1976 included'a statement by Director Richard C. Atkin-
son and reviews of NSF accomplishments in the past year., '

A
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.,latias1 Science Foundation. Expenditures iScientific,Ac vities it Universi'
tiesrand Colleges, Fiscal' leafloi.975, (Co es of the repo , NSF 77-307,are. 40.

availdge Iroar-th# #4. Government Printing Office, Was initoh, D.C. 204Q2.
Stock'fiumber is M8-000-00-31,6-0. Call WO at (202)-783-3238 'to request

04
price.0

. .

This report.fram4the National ,Science Foundationprovides 'data on Federal- and

opef suppOrt for 'separately liudgeted4i& D spending, expenditures' or instruc-
tion and departmental research, and capital., spending for scientific activities.
RAE()) expAditutes at academic institutions increased 12% in 1975, an increase-,
dUe largely,to increased Fed*ral support-of R & D.

4 .

.4r4,

Iptional Science Foundation. -Grad

/ doctorals, Fall 1975. %(Copiel:of

' StOck'number is 038-11i0-00-64j-0.).

,', the U.S. GovernmentkPrinting Office

ence Education Student Support and Post
port, NSF'77-313, %re available from
ington,, D.C. 20402, aloe 20 per copy.

°A National,Science Foundation'annual report on Pittehl4 of gralloate eirollment
and postdoctoral-support in science and engineering fields, compiled from data .\.?

-=supplied by graduateicience departments in PhAD.-granting institutions: Find-
`'ings note-that-graduate science and eggineerinninrollments may have-reached a4
standatill after a slight rise crier the last two"years;'but-number,orwomen en-

-4rolled iqrdtience programs is increasing. .410

ro
'National Sciences. bundation. Manpower'Resourtes for Sg4ventifiC4Activities at ,

Universities and,Colleges, January 1976. (Copiei.ofiihe report, NSF 77 -3Q8, are
available from the-U.S;.Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402, at

per'dopy. Stock number 1% 038-000-00-320-8.)

°Codtains dgta on the employment of scientists and engineers-ieU.S. universities'
adid 14sed on a survey'cOnducted in *January 1976. Data are analyzed A

of v pus chat'apteristiti, such as §ex, type of activity, and type of
tUti

6tibnit Scieqlegoundaii National patterns of R & D Resources: 1.953-7,7:

\lashington,- D.C. '20402,1at $1.10 periecoliy, Stock number is 038-000-00-324-1:),

g
(Copies-of th repoyt are vailablefrom the U.S. Government Printing Office,

T9tar, R,g,,D spending' in the UAl.ted States is estimated to reach $40.8' billion in

....#19774 9% above the 1976 level; the,Federal pbrtion.is,alsorising,, to approxi-

411
. mately421.90billionin 1977

't. ,
These and other firaings are included in the IISF'

. e

reporton funding patterns in the 'United States. ,-

. ..

National Scierice Foundation. Prdjeats in HiMr Education: Science, Mathematics,
Engineering . (copies of Ole report are available 'trom,the U.S. Government
Prinfini-Off 01, WaShingon,.D.C. 20402, at $3.20 per-copy: Stock number'is

A -038:-000-00250--3.)4* , t

fr ., 4. -AR- -"...
de ,Ala

( InacilfecmathematicS,andlikineering, many of:the experimental projects
, . educaiton have been suppOr,,ted by-the National -So once Foundation. Direptors o

Projectkfrdm the "Alternatives in Uigher EdUcatfo. " and "Science and_ Engine ing

TechniciflgF4ucation"programs:of NSF have piep Cbrief deacriptionp'of theif
activities iniordeeittovide basic infOrma f n about t1 'NSF-isupported %

wi oeli
.

. . . . li,
4*,4: .4i , ,- - $,,,._ 0
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. : .

;001411projects "to other project directors, the academic and.scAtific codebn,i.1 d_ .

the general public.' .
.

. .
. c:

Nelkin, .Dorothy.0 "Creation vs. Evolution: The Politics of 'Science Educarik,"
in E. Mendelsohn, P. Weingart, and 'R. Watley (eds.), The Social Production of
Scientific Knowledge, Sociology othe Sciences, 265-287. 'Dordrecht-Holkand:

.. --D . Reidel Publ. to:, 1077. Jr.
40. a . 4 i

, - , o
As'Nellan points 1t, the ehallenge.to science of the "scientific creationists"
may be,antiong t1 Most complex and strange of recent history; sincethe creation-
ists hemselires may often be sciimptists who work'"within'the sociological frame-
*work of theyntemporary scientrflZkestablIshment." Nelkin analyzes the current
'Situation an then turns to-falladkea that are evident as scientists try "to
transfer their professional expectations about science to the diffusion of scien-
tific knowledge; and to their quest for or pedibility in the ublic-domain" {'i6).6).

Ocean Policy Committee of the Commission on International'aelations NAS-NRC. 'The

Marine Scientific Research I#sue in 'the Law of the Sea Negotiations." Scienc

197., 15 July 1977: 230-233. ,

. -
.

4 .

Impositionol the 200-Mile coaStaliimi.t greatly affects the'progress of @en-
,

tific research qt the oceans and thdir inhabitants. The committee gives four

examples o 'eseatchrecently endangered or hdmpered by refusals of states to

, allow rese ch off-shore. Speaking for the oceanographic community, thg commit-
. tee spells ut the essential objectives in any future treaty re re-Search.

Pelizzoli, Luigi; Aria ChristinaLombardini,.and Alba Dini Martino. "Images from

School: the Views of Italian Teachersand Pupils." Futures 9, April-1977:

-
-160-

, - .11,8: ,

i

-1 .

16 Two reports on study of future images (Italy, in the, year 2000 held bY ldren
.0.

and their teachers. Includes some illustrations from.the children's drawings.
Agthors M;dnclude that results show- children thinking "in global terms, 'since
thinking about 'the fuspfe-meansnoot only thinking about one:i-own future but also

w
,... '

.. ..hat ethers" 0.01,R
i . .

, #

.....,

oMikaint,DNA Reseaich.". Bulletin of the Ato mic Scientist?; 33, May 1977.: 19-

27. 4 .1' ,

. i .
.

,

t-Balanced and in motive reviews of issues in
.

two local actions -- New York State

and CaMbridge, Masskhusetts. Includes fiiie separate articles:- '.'A Legal Officer's

,-- Dilemma," New 'ork State Attor*General's statement by Louis Lei witz; "An.

-

0 Imaginary Monster," by James D atson, who feelsthat "only danger e i,s
,

the specter of untesteWregulations;" . "Guidelines That Do the ,.ob," by Wallace.

P. Itiowe; "resent Contras Are Just a Start," by Richard P. Novick, m,p.,1 and a
iepiint of the 5 January 1977 report of the Cambridge ExporimentationReview
toard. : ,

,

-
.

. 3 / - -

"Recombinant D A News Forum.', Chemical and Engineering News,55:30 May 1977:
26-42: , .. ,.

. ,

, l .
4-\
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Includes three EpsRion,papers (and rebuttals by all participants): "Potential
-7

Benefits AreLarge, Protective Measures Make Risks Small," by Bernard D. Davis;

"Uncertainties' Great, Is the Gain Worth the Risk?" by Erwin Chattaff; "Public

Must Regulate Recomblnant Research," by Sheldon Krimsky.
. - , - l' --

PRecombinant DNA Hearing at Harvard." Boston University Journal XXIV, Fall 1976:

5 -23. 7

6

11. Edited and, expunged transcript of the 28 May 1976 hearing before the Harvard Uni-
I. *

versitT,Committee on Research Alicy. An open letter to the Presidia from Sens.
Edward Kennedy and Jacob Javits is appended to the transcript.

. ir
, - 0

Ritchie-Calder, Lord. "Science Is ForA11." The C Nagazine 10, March/April

. 1977: 2-12.

Asserte'thaiNstern domination of science is an ac iaent of history; describes
imiious proposals for;the international sharing of scientific and technical v
knowledge and for the fostering of science. - education.

&OntWilliam S., and ,. 'Walter Cowitd, Jr. "Agriculture and Behavioral Science:
.

.

Emerging Orientations." Science 197, 19 AUgust 1977: 733-737.
.

.
.

Description of shift in field "away from a conceptual perspective emphasizing
communication, to cne..in which technology and social organization are deemed
essential in understanding and promoting agricultural development" (736).

,

, Sanders, Howard J. "Supply and Demand for sts Looking to 1985." Chemical

'" and Engineering New 55, 4 July 1977:

Comprehensive report on employment prospects in chemistry, based on Bureau of
Labor Statisitics projections; predicts soble balance,in the supply and demand.

.Schui4: George. Science lad Ethics. Manchester, tnglend: SISCON, University of

Mather, 1977.
. .

First American contribution tthe SISCON series of trial-use texts. Tie book is

.4g.vided into "sessions".-- one,.on the internal ethics of science; two, the-

f tethics.of the basic relationship between science and society; and three:the', .N.,...

"ethics entailed'inVe scientlfie manipulation of nature."

.- N
Science ltd Technology for Development: International Conflikt and Cooperation.

United Nations Conference on Science andjechnology fot Developinent, 1977.,
,

.
I

,

0 .

bliography pf
,

stmaies and documents related to UNCSTED, availablefin U.S.

rom,the COuntil on International and Public Affairs, 0 East 42nd Street, NeW

York; New York 10017, $6:00. ,

. Scie0 ntific ManpowerComnrssiln. Mnnpoxer Planning for Scientists and Engifeers.i Washington, D.C.: Scientific Manpower Commission, 1977,:,$2.00, available from

6AAs

5-7
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This report of a.Spring 1977 workshop presenti'-the discussions among people',

both in and out of government, Who'inplement, regulate,'or enforce federal man-
dates on the labor market for scientists and engineers.

,

Steva, and Barry Barnes). "Science, Nature and Control; Ihterpreting
Mechanics' Institutes." Sooial Studies of Science 7(1977): 31-74

This paper is based on the premLe that the movement to found Mechanics' Insti-
tutes in Britain during the.1820's and 1830's was informed-by an interest in the,
social control of sectors of the working classes. The author's objective is to
show how the founihwof the Institutes thought a scientific education would aid
in the soc161-control of thcee artisans who were their designated target.

Shapley, Willis, Don I. Phillips, and Herbert Robadt. Research and Development in
the Federal Budget, FY 1978. ",:Washington, D.C.: AAAS, 1977.

. , ,

This report is the second in a, series prepared by-the AAAS to contribute to the
understanding and discussion' of U.S. Federal RI D budgets'-and issues.-In addi-
tion.to scussion of what happened to the FY 1977 budget; Part I of the report
examine e proposed (Ford) and amended (Carter) versions of the FY 1978 bud-
get. P II concentrates on the basis for RALD budget decisiona,and the role
of Congress.

L

"Should the Delaney Clause Be Changed? - A News Forum." Chemical and' Engineering

News 55, 27 June 1977: 24 -46.e

Includes four position papers (and rebuit'als): "US. Health Will Be Jeopardized'
If Delaney Clause Is Abandoned," by WilliancLijinsky; "Tolerance Levels Can_Be
Set for Chemical Carcinogens," by Frederick Coulaton; "Delaney, Clause Should Be'
Strengthened, Not Weakened," by Sidney M,,Wolfe; The Delaney Clause Must Be- 4

Amended and Modernized," by Reg. .James G. Martin...

Sieghart,' Paul. Privacy and Computers. London: Latimer New Dimensions Ltd., 1976.

Introduction to the subject for the person not an experein this area; explores
legal, social,and political issues on an international scale.

0
Sihring, Francine Robinson. "The DoublvHelix-of Self-Intefest." The Scieftces 17;`

May/Junt1977: 10-13; 27.

Indictment of the NIH advisory system -- "The coils of mutual,obligation for
grants.ind position have wound themselves around scientistl, thus presenting-
barriers to impartial evaluation and honestcriticism of scientifie'vork" (10).

Smith, Merritt Roe., H:rers Fer Arm an he New echnor : The Challen e
Change. Ithaca, New York:. Cornell U iversi Press, 1977-

40

History of the reception of a specific .new technologY -- the pace was perhaps
lOwer than had been assumed. Impact of sooial, cultural, political situations
on this acceptance.

4
md,

A
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Suppe4 Frederik, iad Peter D. Asefarth% PSA 1976, Volume two. East 4ansing,

Michigan: Philosophy of Science Association, 1917.'
14"

Proceedings of the 1976 Biennial le

'tion. Symposia papers include disu
phy of medicine, complex systems, t
scientific realism.

. ,--

ting'of the Philosophy of'ScienCe As'ocia-
sions of diverse topics such as the philoso-,

e philoSophy of technology, ciobiology, and

Trumbull, Richard. "The Bioloilst Census-71 BioScience 27, March 1977: '192-195.

Report on the initial 206f responses to.a census of AIBS member-scientists; condi.

centrates On employment and .compensation data, tabulated by age and sex.

"User Survey Okay NSF Peer Reiriew System." Chemical and Engineering New's 55, 36

May 1977: 16-21! 1
News report on the results of stiivey,co-sponsored by U.S. House and the National

Science Board,of NsT-refitewers and applicants. '

Vetter, Betty M. Supply and Demandfor Scientists and Engineers - A Review of

.'Seected Studies. Washington, D:C.: AAAS, 1977.0

Ir
4

Assesses current participation of women in scierw4.4nd engineering.

Wade, Nicholas. ",Death of the B-1: The Events Behidd Carter's beciiion." Science

197r 5 August 1977: 516-539:

Analysis of the political forces at work for andagainst production of the U.S:

B-1 bomber, including the effect of gra4-roots lobbying by the anti-B-1 coalih

Lion and the influence of well-timed media reports:-

-Wade, Nicholas. "Gene Splicing: Senate Bill Draws Charges of Lysenkoism." Science

197, 22 July 1977: 348-350.

Review of state of Senate bill establishing regulatory apparo4u's on Recombiiant

DNA research; also discussion of other currents 'of opinion on -Ngulation, through-

out the scientific community.

,Wade, Nicholas. "Thomas-S.4 Kuhn: Revolutionagy Theorist of Science,' :Science 197,

. 8 July -X77: 143-145.
P

Review of a endmark in intellectual history,".its author, and its continuing

impact and varying reception in t$ .fi ds,of history, philosophy and sociology,

of science. 41

Walsh, Efthalia. "The Handicapped and 01.

Science 196, 24_.J4bg 1977L 1424-1426.

:'MoVing into the Mainstream."

Impact of implementation bf the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 on science and science

education. "Moist students handicapped from an early age havelen barred from
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pursuing scientific careers,'because, without'an Airoductiam td science vocabu-

lary and to development of,concepts and problem-solving in ele*entary schools-,

the student.is unable to continue to higher levels." How specifically to temedy

this situation? .

- A w

9

Walsh,,John. "NSF Science Education: Basic Issues Still4Anresolved.".. Science 197,

13' July 1977: 233-236.

, . . .

Situation in the Science Education Directorate - history of the glories, trials,.

and tribulations. Shifts in personnel and management models are discussed.
.

.. , -_,

-
Walters, LeRoy, -ad._ Bibliography of Bioethics, Volume Two. Detroit, Michigan:

Gale Research Co., 1976. - .

1

.
. N11.

l

Another in excellent series, sponsored by the Centek for Bioethics Kennedy Insti-
.

tute, Georgetown University. Extensively cross-referenced and ring both
.

print and non-print items.
(...,

Walters, LeRoy. "Some.Ethical Issues in Research Involv ng uman Subjects."

Perspectives in Biologynd Medicine 24, Winter 1977:' 1.93-210.

A, ...

With emphasis on biomedical research, the
issues in human rearch kin an attempt to.

:Mit

c4.ples which are pertinen to each issue"

sign, rillepeilefit analy , selection of
controi,mpensataon of injured research

, .

co

article analyzes jor ethical

identify'" or mor thical grin-
-- more justification, research de-.
subjects, informed consent, .social

subjects.
:.-

Weisskolli,7iotorF. "The Frontiers and Limits of Science." American Scientist

65, July-August 1971: 405-411.

Scietce mutt have a qpnscientific baseI must necessarily be embedded "in a_ much ,

widet.realm of human experience." "This emotional and social=embed+in4 of
20tience is the precondition of the quest for Scientific truth." While/the

-,,-internal and ;external frontiers of science are largely defined.byscientific know-

ledge, the limits of science are rooted in the social connxt.

Whiteside, Thomas. "Annals of Crime: Dead Souls in the ComputeA." The,New

Yorker 50, 22 August 1977: 35-65. ,
4 I'

First of two-part series on cOmputer crime; thisarticle primarily details
examiles; good introduction for layperson..

,i.
Williams, revorl ''Scientific' Literature: Its Influence on Discovery and Prog ss.."

Interdisciplinary Science Reviews 2, June 1977:, 165-172. A
..-

Historical summary' of the development of published comm4nications in thellacien-

, ceo -7. the role of-the scientific societies, grow*h.of abstract journls, and
:review of the current chants such as increaoed use of IR systems, microform

.

.
pUblishing,-and the synoptis journals. . o
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Winner,,-Langdon. Autonomous Technolog . Technics - out -of- Control as a Theme in

Political Thought. Cambtidr, MaSsachusetts: M.I.T. Piess, 1977.
--.

On technologicaldeterminism and the relation of technology to current political
thatight.' . : .

Wolf, C:P.' "Social Impkt Assessment: The state of the Art Updated." Socral'Im-
pact Assessment 20, August 1977: 3-19.

. .. II Sk

First of a two-part spries on the field of "people impacts," interdisciplinary
analysit of the soci ]. effecta'of policies, programS, or projatts,while they
are still in the planning stage. Article includes.a history of the development
of SIA and a description of the formal aryl informs formation networksI_ presently operating ikthe field.

Woolcock JB "Quls Custodiet IpsosCustodes?" Perspectives in ogY and Medi-'

cine 20, Winter' 1977: 246-259.

riticisth of current graduate training in the sciences 2 itofails to encourage
the probing' Of the, ethos and the purpose of scientific endeavor. "During.hls
zraduate'training the st'udent's kmageof science but`this.evolu-

e--
tion.iry process a...neither monitored.ndr guided in what the author considefs
the proper manne "
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